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Abstract

Metal-organic molecules at the interface with metallic substrates

are interesting systems for future applications in electronic and

spintronic devices, as they hold promise for replacing some of the

metal-based magnetic components in use today. Spin carrying

molecules are highly attractive materials, both as ordered two-

dimensional �lms in multilayer structures and as single magnetic

units, because of their reduced dimensions and functional prop-

erties. Among this class of molecules, single molecule magnets

(SMMs) are the most promising materials, because they combine

bulk magnetic properties and molecular scale dimensions. Several

problems limit their application in real devices; however the main

one is the low blocking temperature (TB), tipically in the helium

liquid range, under which SMMs behave like nanomagnets; fur-

thermore, it is not an easy task to control the magnetic moment

of a single molecule. To overcome these obstacles, many strategies

are under investigation, including single molecules in break junc-

tions, molecules deposition on magnetic substrates, change of the
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organic ligand to modify the ligand �eld, etc..

To study these materials, synchrotron radiation spectroscopy

represents a powerful technique: X-ray absorption spectroscopy

(XAS) and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD), in partic-

ular, allow element selectivity and independent measurements of

the atomic orbital and spin moments, fundamentals quantities for

understanding the macroscopic magnetic properties of the matter.

We investigate the interaction of TbPc2 SMMs with ferro-

magnetic (FM) Ni surfaces. Using XMCD magnetometry, we

show that TbPc2 couple antiferromagnetically to Ni �lms through

ligand-mediated superexchange. The magnitude, but not the sign

of the exchange coupling energy, can be tailored by reducing or

oxidizing the substrate. Contrary to paramagnetic molecules, we

�nd that the SMM magnetic moment does not follow the magne-

tization of the underlying FM layer, depending on the relative ori-

entation of the molecule and substrate magnetic anisotropy axes,

superexchange, and Zeeman interaction. Coupled to Ni, TbPc2

retain their intrinsic SMM properties, but they exhibit enhanced

thermal stability relative to isolated molecules, demonstrating an

e�ective approach to include SMM in spintronic devices.

A further step towards the control of SMMs is to induce cou-

pling with an antiferromagnetic (AFM) substrate. This �nding

may enable independent magnetization reversal of molecular lay-

ers with respect to the pinning substrate. The key phenomenon in

this case is exchange bias, the unidirectional magnetic anisotropy
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at the interface between FM and AFM layers, used in spintronics

to stabilize and control the magnetization of multilayer structures.

Here we investigate the possibility to induce exchange bias be-

tween SMMs and metallic or oxide AFM layers. Element-resolved

XMCD measurements show that TbPc2 molecules deposited on

an AFM Mn thin �lm present magnetic hysteresis and a negative

horizontal shift of the Tb magnetization loop after �eld cooling.

This evidence of exchange bias is consistent with the observation

of pinned spins in the Mn layer that couple parallel to the Tb

magnetic moment during �eld cooling. Conversely, molecules de-

posited on CoO substrates present paramagnetic magnetization

loops with no indication of exchange bias. These experiments

demonstrate the ability of SMM to polarize the uncompensated

pinned spins of an antiferromagnet and realize metal-organic ex-

change biased heterostructures.

Finally, we draw attention to the behaviour of paramagnetic

molecules, such as MnPc. We deposited MnPc on several sub-

strates, both magnetic and non magnetic, and performed a sys-

tematic study of how the electronic con�guration of the Mn ions

and their magnetic moment are modi�ed. What we observe is

that the MnPc electronic con�guration is highly a�ected by the

substrate and that the main mechanism inducing changes is likely

charge transfer. MnPc on FM Ni behaves, as expected, like a

normal paramagnetic molecule on FM layers, mimicking the sub-

strate magnetization, while no exchange bias is observed on AFM
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oxides layers, as for TbPc2 SMM. We also tried to estimate the

magnetic moment for each sample, �nding unexpected results that

need to be clari�ed. This study is still at a �rst stage, and needs

the support of further measurements and calculations to con�rm

our assumptions.
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Resumen

Las mol�eculas metal-org�anicas en la intercara con sustratos

met�alicos son sistemas interesantes para aplicaciones futuras en la

grabaci�on magn�etica y dispositivos de espintr�onica, ya que prom-

eten sustituir algunos de los componentes magn�eticos basados en

metales en uso hoy en d��a. Las mol�eculas que llevan esp��n son

materiales muy atractivos, tanto como capas �nas bidimension-

ales en estructuras de multi-capas o como unidades magn�eticas

individuales, debido a sus reducidas dimensiones y propiedades

funcionales. Entre esta clase de mol�eculas, los imanes moleculares

(SMMs) son los m�as prometedores, ya que combinan propiedades

magn�eticas de bulk y dimensiones a escala molecular. Varios prob-

lemas limitan su aplicaci�on en dispositivos reales: la principal es la

baja temperatura de bloqueo TB, t��picamente alrededor de la tem-

peratura de liquefacci�on de helio, por debajo del cu�al los SMMs

se comportan como nanoimanes; adem�as, controlar el momento

magn�etico de una sola mol�ecula no es una tarea f�acil. Para superar

estos obst�aculos se est�an investigando muchas estrategias y la m�as
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prometedora parece ser la deposici�on sobre sustratos magn�eticos.

Para el estudio de estos materiales, las espectroscop��as de ra-

diaci�on sincrotr�on representan t�ecnicas muy poderosas: la espec-

troscop��a de absorci�on de rayos X (XAS) y el dicro��smo magn�etico

circular de rayos X (XMCD), en particular, permiten medir selec-

tivamente diferentes elementos y mediciones independientes de los

momentos at�omicos orbitales y de esp��n, cantidades fundamentales

para la comprensi�on de las propiedades magn�eticas macrosc�opicas

de la materia.

En este estudio se ha investigado la interacci�on del SMM

TbPc2 con super�cies ferromagn�eticas (FM) de Ni. Usando la

magnetometr��a XMCD, se ha demostrado que TbPc2 se acopla

antiferromagneticamente a la capa de Ni a trav�es de la interacci�on

de supercanje mediada por el ligando. La magnitud, pero no el

signo, de la energ��a de acoplamiento de canje puede ser ajustado

mediante la reducci�on o la oxidaci�on del sustrato. Contraria-

mente a las mol�eculas paramagn�eticas, encontramos que el mo-

mento magn�etico de los SMMs no sigue la magnetizaci�on de la

capa FM subyacente en cualquier condici�on, sino que depende de

la orientaci�on relativa de los ejes de anisotrop��a magn�etica de la

mol�ecula y del sustrato, de la interacci�on de supercanje y de la

interacci�on Zeeman. Las mol�eculas de TbPc2, acopladas al Ni,

conservan sus propiedades intr��nsecas de SMM, pero tambi�en pre-

sentan una mejor estabilidad t�ermica respecto a la mol�ecula ais-

lada, lo que demuestra una estrategia efectiva para incluir SMM
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en dispositivos de espintr�onica.

Se puede dar un paso m�as hacia el control de un SMM estu-

diando el acoplamiento con sustratos antiferromagn�eticos (AFM).

Esto permitir��a la inversi�on de la magnetizaci�on de capas molec-

ulares con respecto al sustrato que bloquea el esp��n. El fen�omeno

clave para demostrar este acoplamiento es el exchange bias, la

anisotrop��a magn�etica unidireccional en la intercara entre capas

FM y AFM, usada en espintr�onica para estabilizar y controlar

la magnetizaci�on de estructuras multicapas. Aqu�� se investiga la

posibilidad de inducir exchange bias entre SMM y capas AFM

met�alicas o de �oxido. Las medidas de XMCD muestran que las

mol�eculas de TbPc2 depositadas sobre una capa �na AFM de Mn

tienen, despu�es del enfriamiento con un campo magnetico externo

aplicado, una curva de magnetizaci�on abierta y desplazada hor-

izontalmente. Esta evidencia de exchange bias es coherente con

la observaci�on de esp��nes bloqueados en la capa de Mn que se

acoplan paralelamente al momento magn�etico del Tb, durante el

enfriamiento en campo. Al contrario, las mol�eculas depositadas

sobre sustratos de CoO presentan ciclos de magnetizaci�on para-

magn�eticos sin indicaci�on alguna de exchange bias. Estos experi-

mentos demuestran la capacidad de los SMMs para polarizar los

esp��nes bloqueados no compensados de un antiferromagneto y para

formar heteroestructuras metal-org�anicas que presentan exchange

bias.

Por �ultimo, se ha puesto atenci�on en la mol�ecula param-
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agn�etica MnPc. Se ha depositado esta mol�ecula en varios sus-

tratos, tanto magn�eticos como no magn�eticos, y se ha llevado a

cabo un estudio sistem�atico de la modi�caci�on de la con�guraci�on

electr�onica en las diferentes muestras. Lo que observamos es que la

con�guraci�on electr�onica del MnPc se ve muy afectada por el sus-

trato y que el mecanismo principal que induce los cambios es prob-

ablemente la transferencia de carga. El MnPc en sustratos FM de

Ni se comporta previsiblemente como las otras mol�eculas param-

agn�eticas en capas FM, siguiendo la magnetizaci�on del sustrato,

mientras que, en capas AFM de �oxido, no se observa exchange

bias, como en el caso de SMM TbPc2. Tambi�en hemos tratado

de calcular el momento magn�etico de cada muestra, descubriendo

resultados inesperados que necesitan ser aclarados. Este estudio

se encuentra todav��a en una primera etapa, y necesita el apoyo

de otras mediciones y c�alculos teoric�os para con�rmar nuestras

suposiciones.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Metallic thin �lms became the object of intense investigation start-

ing from the 1970s. In particular, research focused on magnetic

thin �lms for applications in magnetic recording. Transition met-

als Fe, Co, Ni and their alloys in the form of polycrystalline thin

�lms were the most promising materials to substitute ferrite par-

ticulate disks. This was favoured also by the improvement of the

deposition techniques, like sputtering and evaporation, that al-

lowed to prepare �lms with better thinness, with low defects and

then with an improved smoothness. At the end of the 1980s the

discovery of the giant magnetoresistance (GMR) [6,10] enabled to

build a new generation of magnetic reading heads. This was also

the �rst application to a real device of spintronics [23], namely

spin based electronics, the �eld of research that aims to exploit the

degree of freedom given by the spin, in contrast to conventional
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electronics that make use only of the charge to transport infor-

mation. The GMR read heads are basically made by a multilayer

structure with two ferromagnetic �lms separated by a very thin

non-magnetic spacer: when the magnetization of the two layers is

parallel the resistance is relatively low, while in the antiparallel

con�guration has a huge increase [64]. This technology allowed

to build more sensitive reading heads to the fringing �elds of the

magnetized regions of an hard disk and, therefore, to increase the

areal density of data stored. This combined with the introduction

of perpendicular recording media, allowed to increase the slope of

the Moore law starting from the 1990s. Regardless all these pro-

gresses that always surpassed all the optimistic predictions, radical

changes are required in device design for the future. Magnetic thin

�lms have an intrinsic limit: at a certain dimensions, the magne-

tized regions of a thin �lm enter in the so called superparamagnetic

limit, in which they cannot keep a �xed magnetization that starts

to randomly ip under the inuence of the temperature.

To overcome this limit, new materials and new methods have

been investigated in the last decade. Metal-organic molecules are

particularly attracting materials because of their properties [67].

The structure of these molecules normally is constituted by a core

of one or more metal ions and the organic ligand surrounding the

core. The dimensions are in general in the range of 1-10 nm, so

that one can see them as perfect building blocks for achieving

hybrid devices and, in the case of magnetic molecules, they can

14



represent single magnetic units. The possibility to change and to

functionalize the ligand part makes metal-organic molecules versa-

tile for di�erent applications: we can attach them to functionalized

surfaces or, if the ligand has a planar shape, deposit them on clean

metallic surfaces and leave them free, depending on pressure and

temperature condition, to self-assemble in uniform layers. This

bottom-up approach is completely opposite with respect to that

of thin �lms.

Among organic molecules, single molecule magnets (SMMs)

represent the most promising class for application in magnetic

recording, spintronics and quantum computing. SMMs combine

the properties of bulk magnetic materials, as the slow relaxation

of the magnetization, with the molecular scale [12]. The main

obstacle of using SMMs in real devices is given by the low tem-

peratures at which they show a stable magnetization. The goal of

the research on SMMs is to stabilize and take control of the mag-

netic moment at high temperatures. The idea of this work is to

stabilize the magnetic properties of both SMM and paramagnetic

molecules depositing them on magnetic surfaces. In particular, we

are interested to check the presence of magnetic coupling between

molecules and surfaces. This approach is not new, but we will

show some original results.

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the

basic principles of synchrotron radiation spectroscopies, focusing

especially on x-ray absorption spectroscopy and on x-ray magnetic

15
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circular dichroism. The element selectivity and the possibility of

estimating orbital and spin magnetic moments separately make

these techniques particularly suitable for investigating the inter-

action of metal-organic molecules with the underneath surfaces.

It also presents the experimental the set-up of the beamline where

our measurements took place. Chapter 3 reports a brief overview

on single molecules magnets, a particular class of metal-organic

molecules. The attention is driven on the bis-phthalocyaninato

terbium (TbPc2), since we choose this molecule for our experi-

ments. The second part of the chapter shows our results for the

TbPc2 deposited on ferromagnetic surfaces. Chapter 4 is orga-

nized similarly to the previous chapter. The �rst part provides

a synthetic resume on the exchange bias e�ect, while the second

part illustrates our experiments on TbPc2 when the molecule is

deposited on antiferromagnetic substrates, aiming for the obser-

vation of the exchange bias on our samples. Chapter 5 changes

the subject, as we reports experiments on the paramagnetic man-

ganese phthalocyanine (MnPc). This molecule is deposited on

several surfaces, both magnetic and non magnetic. The purpose

of these measurements is to understand the coupling mechanisms

between molecules and surfaces and in which way they a�ect the

electronic structure and magnetic moments. Finally, we resume

the results of this dissertation and we give some suggestions in

order to continue this work.
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Experimental techniques

This chapter presents the principles underneath the experimental

techniques employed in this thesis work. The focus is on X-ray Ab-

sorption Spectroscopy (XAS) and X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichro-

ism (XMCD). Other dichroisms are also mentioned, such as X-ray

Natural Linear Dichroism (XNLD), which we used to retrieve in-

formation about the orientation of the molecules on surfaces. We

discuss di�erent methods to measure XAS, and give an example

of application of the XMCD sum rules to transmission measure-

ments. Finally we provide a descripton of the experimental set-up

of the ID08 beamline of the European Synchrotron Radiation Fa-

cility (ESRF), where we ran the experiments reported in the next

chapters.
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Chapter 2. Experimental techniques

2.1 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy

The basic principle underlying the XAS and XMCD, in particu-

lar, is the polarization-dependent photon absorption in magnetic

materials.

The polarization is a property of the photon that describes

the oscillation direction of the electric �eld vector E during the

propagation of the particle. The vector E oscillates in a plane

perpendicular to the propagation direction k. If E oscillates on

a straight line, the light is linearly polarized. When the tip of

the vector E describes in an ellipse (circle), the light is elliptically

(circularly) polarized. If, when looking at the tip of the E vector

as the light comes straight toward us, E goes around in a coun-

terclockwise (clockwise) direction, we call it right-hand (left-hand)

circular polarization [65]. This is Feynman's de�nition reported in

his "The Feynman Lectures on physics". It is important to under-

line this de�nition because in some books the opposite conventions

are used.

Photons are bosons with an angular momentum quantum num-

ber L = 1 (in units of ~). This number is the magnitude of the

angular momentum and it is independent of the state of polariza-

tion. It is customary to de�ne the photon angular momentum by

the quantum number Lz, which represents the expectation value

of the angular momentum operator along the quantization axis z.

In this case hLzi = 0;�1.

18



The polarization-dependent photon angular momentum is used

to indicate the degree of polarization, since this is de�ned solely

by the direction of the torque the photon applies to the atomic

electron, and we will indicate it in general as q. q can have val-

ues +1, 0 and �1, where q = +1 (q = �1) describe right (left)

circularly-polarized photons, while q = 0 linearly polarized pho-

tons.

In order to calculate quantitatively the absorption process, one

has to take into account the time-dependent perturbation of the

sample due to the electromagnetic �eld, that induces transitions

between an initial state jii and �nal state jfi. If the system evolves

directly from one state to the other, we speak about �rst-order

process, otherwise, if an intermediate state jni is involved we call

it second-order process. In the formalism developed by Kramers,

Heisemberg and Dirac, also known as Fermi's golden rules, the

transition probability is expressed as

Tif =
2�

~

∣∣∣∣∣hf jHintjii+
∑
n

hf jHintjni hnjHintjii
�i � �n

∣∣∣∣∣
2

� (�i � �n) � (�f )

(2.1)

where the sum is over all possible energy states, � (�f ) is the density

of �nal states per unit energy and the Hamiltonian for absorption

processes Hint has the form

Hint =
e

me
p �A (2.2)
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Chapter 2. Experimental techniques

By quantizing the electromagnetic �eld one can separate the

matrix elements in equation 2.1 into electronic and photon parts,

evaluate the photon part, and obtain the matrix elements in terms

of transitions between the electronic states jai and jbi. The matrix

elements have the form

M = hbjp���eik�rjai (2.3)

where p is the electron momentum, ��� the unit photon polarization

vector and k the photon unit wave vector. Introducing the dipole

approximation, it is possible to eliminate the dependence of the

matrix element on k

M = hbjp��� (1 + k � r + :::) jai � hbjp���jai = ime! hbjr���jai (2.4)

where me is the mass of the electron and ! = !b � !a the photon

frequency associated to the transition from jai to jbi. The electric

dipole approximation assumes that the photon wavelength is long

compared to the dimensions of the atom, i.e. jrj � 1= jkj = �=2�

, so that the electric �eld is constant over the atomic volume.

2.1.1 The polarization dependent dipole operator

In the dipole approximation, the polarization dependent dipole

operator is given by the product � � r, where � is the unit photon

polarization vector and r the electron position vector, which in

Cartesian coordinates is

20



r = xex + yey + zez (2.5)

For linearly polarized light X-rays, the direction of the E vector

determines the X-ray absorption intensity, and in the case it is

aligned with the Cartesian axis we have the corresponding real

unit polarization vectors

�0x�
0
x�
0
x = �x�x�x = ex �0y�

0
y�
0
y = �y�y�y = ey �0z�

0
z�
0
z = �z�z�z = ez (2.6)

For circularly polarized X-rays, in the case k k z, we write the

unit polarization vector as

��z�
�
z�
�
z = � 1p

2
(�x�x�x � i�y�y�y) (2.7)

The dipole operators P�α = � � r = �qα � r can be rewritten in terms

of spherical harmonics Yl,m (�; �) or, because of the prefactors, in

terms of the Racah's spherical tensor operators; for � = z and

l = 1 we have

P�z = ��z�
�
z�
�
z � r = � 1p

2
(ex � iey) = r

√
4�

3
Y1,�1 = rC

(1)
0 (2.8)

P 0
z = �z�z�z � r = z = r

√
4�

3
Y1,0 = rC

(1)
�1 (2.9)

The dipole operator for all polarization cases (q = 0;�1) and

orientations of axes of the coordinate system (� = x; y; z) presents

the general form
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P qα=r =
∑

p=0,�1
eqα,pC

(1)
p = eqα,1C

(1)
1 + eqα,0C

(1)
0 + eqα,�1C

(1)
�1 (2.10)

Aware of this, we can rewrite the transition matrix elements as

hbj� � rjai = hbjP qαjai.
The calculation of the transitions matrix elements depends on

the wavefuctions jai and jbi. The simplest wavefunctions that we

can consider are the atomic wavefuctions in a central �eld

jai = jbi = jRn,l; l;ml; s;msi = Rn,lYl,ml
θs,ms (2.11)

where Rn,l is the radial component of a shell n with angular mo-

mentum l and Yl,ml
are spherical harmonics characterizing the

angular part and θs,ms is the spin part. General wavefunctions

appropriate to describe an atom in a solid, where one has to take

into account ligand �eld or a band state that includes for example

exchange and spin-orbit e�ects, can be written as linear combina-

tion of atomic functions of the form 2.11. The dipole operator, for

transitions from core shell with angular momentum c to un�lled

valence shell with angular momentum l, becomes

hbjP qαjai = �(m0s;ms) hRn′,l(r)jrjRn,c(r)i
∑

mc,ml,p

eqα,p hl;mljC(1)
p jc;mci

(2.12)
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It is worth noting that we can separate the contribution of the

radial and angular part and calculate them separately. The dipole

operator does not act on the spin and only transitions that pre-

serve the spin are allowed. The dependence on the dipole operator

is completely contained in the angular part, while the radial part

determines the angle-integrated transition strength. By consider-

ing the nonvanishing matrix elements, we can extract the dipole

selection rules

�l = l0 � l = �1 (2.13)

�ml = m0l �ml = q = 0;�1 (2.14)

�s = s0 � s = 0 (2.15)

�ms = m0s �ms = 0 (2.16)

where q~ is the X-ray angular momentum.

2.1.2 X-ray absorption: one-electron and configura-

tion pictures

The X-ray absorption could be described in di�erent ways. The

simplest one is the so called one-electron picture. In this model

absorption is viewed as a simple excitation of a single electron

from the core-shell state to the available valence shell due to the

energy transferred from the X-ray photon. However, this picture

is not fully correct because it ignores all the other electrons during
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excitation process and treats them as passive. This simpli�ed view

is intuitive and it allows us to visualize and easily calculate the

physical absorption process and for this reason it is often used in

X-ray absorption literature. The initial state refers to a core level

state and can be expressed as

jii = Ri (r) jc;mc; s = 1=2;msi (2.17)

where Ri (r) is the radial component. In the same way we can

express the �nal state

jfi = Rf (r) jl;ml; s = 1=2;msi (2.18)

Transitions between the two states will occur only when there is an

available empty valence state. It is important to underline that we

expressed equations 2.17 and 2.18 in the basis states jl;ml; s;msi,
where the spin and orbital momenta are uncoupled. The electric

dipole �eld only interacts with the orbital moment and it will

excite transitions following the selections rules 2.16: the dipole

matrix elements will be zero unless l = c � 1 and ml = mc + q.

Aware of this, we can express all the matrix elements in terms of

the �nal state ml.

The spin moments become involved in the matrix element

through the spin-orbit coupling in the core level. The spin-orbit

split core level states are expressed in terms of the basis states

jj;mji, with the total angular momentum j = j� = (c� 1=2),
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where c is the orbital momentum and s = 1=2 the electron spin.

In terms of the uncoupled states jc;mc; s = 1=2;msi the initial

state is

jii = Ri (r) jj;mji (2.19)

= Ri (r)
∑
mc,ms

hc;mc; s = 1=2;ms j j;mji jc;mc; s = 1=2;msi

where the radial component Ri is assumed to be the same for all

electrons in the same subshell, and hc;mc; s = 1=2;ms j j;mji are

the Clebsh-Gordan coe�cients.

The one-electron picture is misleading because it presents the

spin-orbit splitting of the core shell as an initial state e�ect. In

reality there is no splitting since the core shell is �lled in the ground

state.

The more correct way to describe X-ray absorption process

is the configuration picture: an atom is excited from a ground

or initial state con�guration to an excited or �nal con�guration.

This picture describes multiplets, a set of di�erent values of a total

angular momentum J , which arises from a given set of spin and

orbital angular momenta. A multiplet of an atom is determined

from the spin and orbital momenta of all electrons belonging to

that atom.

The total angular momentum is described, in general, in terms

of two coupling schemes, depending on the strength of the spin-

orbit coupling. If the spin orbit coupling is negligible, as in the
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case of valence shell states in metallic solids, the Russell-Saunders

(or LS) coupling scheme is applied. The term symbol for each

possible multiplet con�guration is given by

2S+1LJ (2.20)

where L =
∑

i li and S =
∑

i si. The small letters denote the

quantum number of individual electrons, while the capitol letters

the atomic quantum numbers. The total angular momentum is

then

J = L + S (2.21)

where the summation is a vector summation, so that J possible

value are between L+ S and jL� Sj.
If the spin-orbit coupling is stronger, such as for core shell

electrons, it is more suitable to apply the jj-coupling scheme. In

this case the net angular momentum is

J =
∑
i

ji (2.22)

where ji = li + si is determined by the spin-orbit coupling in-

teraction. In the description of an atomic con�guration, the two

schemes are often mixed, since the strength of the spin-orbit cou-

pling can vary from subshell to subshell.

It is interesting to apply these approaches to some exam-

ples. The simplest case is represented by the transition 2p63d9 !
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2p53d10. This con�guration presents a single hole in the 3d sub-

shell, while all the states of lower energy are full. The angular mo-

mentum contribution from closed subshell is J = L = S = 0, hence

the ground state angular momentum is given by the 3d shell only.

The only possible con�guration are 2D5/2 and 2D3/2, correspond-

ing to the initals states jJ = 5=2;MJi and jJ = 3=2;MJi. The

possible con�gurations for the excited state are 2P3/2 and 2P1/2 (�-

nal states jJ 0 = 3=2;M 0Ji and jJ 0 = 1=2;M 0Ji). The 2D5/2 !2 P1/2

transition is forbidden by the selection rules 2.16. In this partic-

ular case we can notice the equivalence of the two pictures, that

in part justify the use of the one-electron picture, being the initial

and �nal states reversed. However, the spin-orbit splitted initial

states cannot be true, since the 2p core shell is full and S = L = 0.

Di�erences become explicit when a multi-hole case is considered.

For example, in the case of 2p63d8 ! 2p53d9, assuming no spin-

orbit coupling, the initial con�guration, according to Hund's rules,

is given by 3F . Similarly one can calculate the �nal con�gura-

tion, �nding that the only possible trasitions are 3F !3 D and

3F !3 F , since the selection rules 2.16 are �L = 0;�1 and

�ML = q. In comparison, the one-electron picture does not take

into account the angular momentum interactions with the other

electrons belonging to the same atom.
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2.1.3 XNLD

X-ray Natural Linear Dichroism is one of the di�erent types of

X-ray dichroism. The term dichroism, originally referred to the

polarization dependent absorption of the light. At the microscopic

level the dichroic behaviour originates from the spatial anisotropy

of the charge or the spin. In the case of XNLD the spins are not

aligned and the e�ect depends only on the charge. This technique

is used especially to probe the anisotropy of the valence charge

and determine the orientation of molecules or functional groups

on surfaces and in organic materials, and to probe the direction

and nature of covalently bonded systems.

An easy way to visualize the polarization dependence underly-

ing XNLD is the so called "search light e�ect": for linear polarized

X-rays, the electric �eld vector E acts like a "search light" for the

direction of the maximum and minimum number of empty valence

states. Knowing that in experiments on X-ray absorption electrons

are exited from core shell to empty valence states, the transition

intensity is directly proportional to the number of empty valence

states in the direction of E.

In the case of excitation from core 1s to 2p valence states (K

edge), the transition intensities are given by

∣∣∣∣hbjP qαr jai
∣∣∣∣2 =

∣∣∣∣h2pnjP 0
α

r
j1si

∣∣∣∣2 (2.23)

where P qα is the polarization dependent dipole operator, � = x; y; z
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Figure 2.1: Linear horizontal and vertical absortpion spectra recorded

at � = 0�, T = 8K and B = 0T on K-edge of N, in the MnPc molecules

deposited on Cu(100).

and q = 0 represents the linearly polarized light with E k x,y,z.

For all s! pi (i = x,y,z) transitions, we �nd a transition intensity

1=3 when the E vector is along pi orbital lobe and zero otherwise.

The polarization averaged intensity per pi orbital is hIi = 1=9.

An example of XNLD for the 1s ! 2p transition is given in

�gure 2.1, which reports the N K-edge of the MnPc molecules

(� 0:6� 1ML) deposited on a Cu(100) surface. The measurement

was done with the linear polarized X-ray beam at grazing incidence

(� = 70�), with the electric �eld vector E oscillating vertically

and horizontally (in-plane and out-of-plane direction with respect

the sample surface) and at T = 8K. The two spectra have a

di�erent shape providing an indication about the orientation of
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the molecule on the surface: MnPc are adsorbed at on the Cu

surface.

More generally, the intensity can be written as a function of

the angle � between E and the symmetry axis (labeled k). The

intensity has the following form

I (�) = Ik cos2 � + I? sin2 � (2.24)

The intensities Ik and I? are determined by the projection of the

charge distribution along the symmetry axis and a direction per-

pendicular to it. If the charge distribution has a node perpendic-

ular to the symmetry axis, I? = 0 and the expression of the linear

dichroism intensity depends only on squared cosine. For uniaxially

aligned systems the intensity varies as

I (�) = Ik cos2 � = 3 hIi cos2 � (2.25)

A much clearer example of the search light e�ect is given by

the XNLD in the L-edge of 1ML of CuPc deposited on Ag(100)

surface. Cu in the ground state has a 3d9 con�guration with a one

hole. Cu, in this system, has a ligand �eld with a square planar

symmetry that splits the 3d orbitals as shown in the sketch of �g.

2.2 (top-left). The dx2�y2 orbital is half �lled Exciting transitions

using linear polarized photons, we could get informations about

the empty orbitals. The �gure also reports the experimental geom-

etry. The beam direction forms an angle of � = 70� with respect
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Figure 2.2: Qualitative scheme of the 2p → 3d transition for 3d9 config-

uration in a square planar ligand field (top-right). Experimental geom-

etry with linear polarized X-ray beam oriented at θ= 70◦ with respect

the sample plane. Instead of the CuPc sample, we draw a sketch of the

empty 3d orbital while red and blue arrows show the direction of oscil-

lation of the electric field vector E (top-right). Linear horizontal and

vertical absortpion spectra recorded at T = 300K and B = 0T on L3, 2

Cu edges (bottom).
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to the normal to the surface, and the electric �eld can oscillate in

vertical or horizontal directions, probing respectively in-plane and

out-of-plane empty orbitals. Figure 2.2 (bottom) reports the two

recorded linear spectra: since the only empty orbital lies in-plane,

only linearly vertical polarized light can excite transitions and we

can clearly observe nice L3 and L2 peaks; horizontal light on the

contrary produces a at spectrum.

2.2 XMLD

X-ray Magnetic Linear Dichroism (XMLD) arises from non spher-

ical distortion of the atomic charge due to spin-orbit interaction,

when the spins are uniaxial alligned by exchange interaction. The

intensity of this e�ect is proportional to the expectation value of

the square of the magnetic moment and to the square cosine of

the angle between electric �eld vector and magnetic axis. For

this reason this technique is applied mainly to the characteriza-

tion of antiferromagnets, where XMCD e�ect vanish. An example

is given by the measurement of the temperature dependence in

L2 features of a NiO surface, done to prove the goodness of the

substrate (�gure 5.8).
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2.3 XMCD

X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) is a technique that

allows to probe atomic magnetic properties using the absorption

of circulary polarized X-rays. It is a powerful technique if com-

pared with traditional magnetic characterization methods, mainly

for two reasons. First, it allows element selectivity, i.e. it is pos-

sible to measure the magnetic moment of di�erent atomic species

in the same sample, just moving the photon energy in a di�erent

range. Second, XMCD allows direct and indipendent measure-

ments of orbital (morb) and spin moments (mspin), fundamental

quantities for understanding the macroscopic magnetic properties

of the matter: their determination with element speci�city rep-

resents a tremendous advance in understanding the mechanisms

underlying important technological aspects of magnetic multilay-

ers and alloy materials.

All XMCD experiments are performed using a synchrotron ra-

diation source, because one needs a focused beam of a de�ned cir-

cular polarization (right or left) and a de�ned energy (for studying

3d metals, for example, in the range of soft x-rays).

This technique is especially used to study magnetic properties

of 3d transition metals, by exciting 2p core electrons to un�lled

3d states, or rare-earth for 3d! 4f excitations. In the case of L-

edges the contribution also comes from p! s transitions, although

p ! d dominates by a factor � 20: in any case, as shown below
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in paragraph 2.4, sum rules take into account this contribution by

subtracting a step function from the area of the sum spectrum.

This is not necessary for M-edges (why? More localized 4f states,

magnetic moment dominate by 4f electrons, ligand �eld smaller

then spin-orbit and smaller then exchange and coulomb interaction

then orbital moment not destroyed by ligand �eld in 4f shell)

In the rest of the paragraph we will treat the case of 2p! 3d

transitions. It is intuitively easy to understand the basis of XMCD

assuming that d shell only has spin moment. The orbital moment

for transition metals is very small, quenched by the ligand �eld.

The spin moment is just the di�erence between the d holes with

spin-up and spin-down: in order to measure it, the absorption

process needs to be spin-dependent. Since electric dipole transi-

tions do not allow spin ips, spin-up (spin-down) photoelectrons

from core shell can only be excited into spin-up (spin-down) d hole

states. Using right and left circular polarized photons one can ex-

cite preferentially spin-up photoelectrons in one measurement and

spin-down in the other one, and the di�erence in the transition

intensity would reect the di�erence in up and down holes in the

3d shell.

A way to describe the absorption of photons and the probing

of spin and orbital moments is given by the two step model [77,79].

The �rst X-ray absorption step considers the excitation probability

of the initial state, without having worrying about �nal state:

right or left circular polarized photons transfer respectively their
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Figure 2.3: Schematic view of the XMCD technique. On the left the

cartoon of the absorption process, where the imbalance of spin-up and

spin-down produes a di�erence in the absorption spectra between pho-

tons of di�erent polarization. The right part shows an example of mea-

sured spectra on Fe edges. The magnetic moments can be derived by

integrating the di�erence spectrum.
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angular momentum, ~ and �~, to the excited photoelectron. If the

photoelectron is excited from a spin-orbit split level, the angular

momentum is trasferred in part to the spin through the spin-orbit

coupling. Right circularly polarized photons transfer the opposite

momentum to the electron than left circularly polarized photons,

and hence photoeletrons are spin polarized. In the case of 2p! 3d

transitions, p is splitted into two level with opposite spin-orbit

coupling (l + s = 3=2 and l � s = 1=2) and the spin polarization

will be opposite in the two cases.

The magnetic properties enter in the second step, where the

spin-split valence shell acts as a detector for the excited photo-

electrons. The imbalance in the spin of the photoelectrons can be

thought as a probe to detect the imbalance in the �nal state. The

quantization axis of the detector is given by the magnetization

direction, which must be aligned with the photon spin direction

to have maximum dichroism e�ect. It is worth noting that a �xed

magnetization with the photon elicity changing from right to left

is equivalent to a �xed helicity with the switching of the magneti-

zation direction.

If there are more spin-up states available in the 3d band, the

q = �1 photons will have a larger absorption in the L2 peak than

the q = +1 photons. The e�ect is opposite in sign on the L3 edge.

If we call A the L3 absorption intensity and B the other one, the

di�erence A � 2B of the two will give a quantity proportional to

the spin moment, as will be discuss in paragraph 2.4. On the other
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hand, if the d valence shell possesses an orbital moment (for 3d5

is zero), it acts also as an orbital momentum detector: the orbital

sum rule relates the sum of A and B with with the orbital moment

(�gure 2.3).

2.4 XMCD Sum Rules

The XMCD Sum Rules are a powerful tool that allows to deter-

mine separately the ground state orbital and spin momentum from

the XMCD spectra. This work will present only the general results

without entering in the details of the calculations ( [83], [17])

The Sum Rules are calculated assuming:

� electric dipole transitions in multi-electron atoms with a par-

tially �lled valence shell;

� core subshell fulled in the ground state;

� core hole state spin-orbit splitted.

The �rst sum rule published was the one that relate the ground

state orbital moment expectation value hLzi to an experimental

measurable quantity �

� �
∫
edge d! (�+ � ��)∫

edge d! (�+ + �� + �0)
=

1

2

c (c+ 1)� l (l + 1)� 2

l (l + 1) (4l + 2� n)

hLzi
~
(2.26)
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The
∫
edge d! indicates the integration over the photon energy in

the range of the ln ! cln+1 resonance edge, where n is the num-

ber of of electrons occupying the l subshell and c is the angular

momentum of the core hole; �� is the linear absorption coe�cient

of the circulary polarized x-ray, �0 is the absorption coe�cient for

the linearly polarized x-ray. � is de�ned by

I

I0
= e�µx (2.27)

where I=I0 is the fractional reduction in the intensity of the pho-

tons after they have passed through the sample and x the distance

the photons have traveled through the sample. The integration

over � in 2.26 is related to the absorption intensity of polarized

light Iqi!f (q is th photon polarization) by the

Iqi!f = A
∣∣∣〈f ∣∣∣C(1)

q

∣∣∣ i〉∣∣∣2 =

∫
edge

�qd (~!) /
∫
edge

�qd! (2.28)

where � is the absorption cross section per atom and C
(1)
q

is a Racah's tensor operator. � and � are related by � =

(numberofatomsperunitvolume)�.

The spin sum rule relates the measurable quantity � to the

expectation values of the ground state spin moment hSzi and the

magnetic dipole hTzi
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� �

∫
j+
d! (�+ � ��)� [(c+ 1) =c]

∫
j−
d! (�+ � ��)∫

j++j−
d! (�+ + �� + �0)

=
l (l + 1)� 2� c (c+ 1)

3c (4l + 2� n)

hSzi
~

(2.29)

+
l (l + 1) [l (l + 1) + 2c (c+ 1) + 4]� 3 (c� 1)2 (c+ 2)2

6lc (l + 1) (4l + 2� n)

hTzi
~

where j� is the spin-orbit coupling of the core hole (c� 1=2), and

the magnetic dipole term is de�ned as

T =
∑
i

si � 3r̂i (r̂i � si) (2.30)

where si is the spin moment of the ith electron and r̂i is the unit

position vector of the electron associated with the spin moment

si.

It is very important to underline that we can obtain the orbital

moment sum rule without considering the spin-orbit interaction

because the electrical �eld of the photon directly interacts with

the orbital angular moment. This is not true for the spin moment,

because of the selection rule �S = 0 of dipole transitions. In this

case we have to take into account the spin-orbit interaction: the

spin angular momentum interacts indirectly with photon electric

�eld through this one.
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2.4.1 XMCD Sum Rules for 2p ! 3d transitions in

3d transitions metal elements

From the general Sum Rules (2.26 and 2.30) we can calculate the

expression for the L edges of transition metals. This section will

show how to apply the Sum Rules to Fe spectra measured in trans-

mission.

Orbital moment sum rule

The equation 2.26 can be written in the case of 2p! 3d transitions

for 3d metals, considering l = 2 and c = 1

� =

∫
L3+L2

d! (�+ � ��)∫
L3+L2

d! (�+ + �� + �0)
= � 1

2N

morb

�B
(2.31)

where morb is the ground state orbital magnetic moment and

N � (4l + 2� n) is the number of holes in the 3d shell at ground

state. In experiments, the integral that appears at the denomina-

tor,
∫
edge d!

(
�+ + �� + �0

)
, is approximated by

∫
edge

d!
(
�+ + �� + �0

)
� 3

2

∫
edge

d!
(
�+ + ��

)
(2.32)

so, the equation becomes

morb = �4

3

∫
L3+L2

d! (�+ � ��)∫
L3+L2

d! (�+ + ��)
N�B (2.33)
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Spin moment sum rule

The spin moment sum rule can also be re-written for 3d metals

� =

∫
L3
d! (�+ � ��)� 2

∫
L2
d! (�+ � ��)∫

L3+L2
d! (�+ + �� + �0)

= � 1

3N

mspin

�B

(
1 +

7

2

hTzi
hSzi

)
(2.34)

Applying the same approximation that we use before for the de-

nominator and neglecting the ratio hTzihSzi

mspin = �
2
∫
L3
d! (�+ � ��)� 4

∫
L2
d! (�+ � ��)∫

L3+L2
d! (�+ + ��)

N�B (2.35)

2.4.2 XMCD Sum Rules for 3d ! 4f transitions in

rare-earth elements

It is also possible to �nd, from general equations 2.26 and 2.30,

the sum rules for M-edges in the case of 3d ! 4f transitions,

considering c = 2 and l = 3.

Orbital moment sum rule

The orbital moment sum rule for rare-earths becomes

� =

∫
M5+M4

d! (�+ � ��)∫
M5+M4

d! (�+ + �� + �0)
= � 1

3N

morb

�B
(2.36)
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Spin moment sum rule

The spin moment sum rule is

� =

∫
M5

d! (�+ � ��)� 3
2

∫
M4

d! (�+ � ��)∫
M5+M4

d! (�+ + �� + �0)

= � 1

3N

mspin

�B

(
1 + 3

hTzi
hSzi

)
(2.37)

In the case of rare-earth, the magnetic dipole term hTzi can be

evaluated analytically and has the form

hTzi = hMi
(
l � n+

1

2

)
�

�

(
3 (S � J)2 (S + J + 1)2

2 (2l + 3) (2l � 1) (2L� 1)SJ (J + 1)
+ (2.38)

�L (L+ 1) [L (L+ 1) 2S (S + 1) + 2J (J + 1)]

2 (2l + 3) (2l � 1) (2L� 1)SJ (J + 1)

)
for n 6 2l+1. The case n > 2l+1 is accounted for by n! 4l+2�n.

2.5 Experimental concepts of XAS

There are in general three main ways (�gure 2.4) to measure XAS

spectra: transmission (direct way), uorescence and electron yield

(indirect ways). In this section the attention will be put on trans-

mission and electron yield measurements, the main ways to obtain

XAS spectra for L3,2 of 3d metals.
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Figure 2.4: Methods of obtaining X-ray absorption signals: transmis-

sion (a), uorescence (b) and electron yield (c).

2.5.1 Transmission

Transmission is the direct way to quantify the x-ray absorption.

In fact one measures the transmitted intensity after the beam have

passed through the sample and the incident ux has been partially

absorbed. Equation 2.27 relates the linear absorption coe�cient

and the measured photon intensity. In theory, this is the best

way to mesure absorption spectra but there is a main limitation

(also called saturation e�ect): the transmitted intensity I. If the

sample is too thick or the absorption rate is too high, the photon

intensity I ! 0. In practice, one needs a reasonably thin sample

(around 50�Afor many 3d metals like Fe) and also an exstreamly

thin substrate made by an x-ray transparent material (like pary-
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lene).

2.5.2 Total Electron Yield

A second way to measure the cross section is the electron yield

method. When a photon is absorbed an electron is exited to an

higher energy level. At this point there is a certain probability that

some electrons are emitted by the transfer of energy, released by

the relaxation of the excited electron, to another electron (Auger

process). These Auger electrons have high kinetic energy and they

often produce a cascade of secondary electrons by inelastic scatter-

ing. The total electron yield measures the rate of these secondary

electrons, that under certain conditions could be approximately

considered proportional to the absorption cross section �.

Without entering too much in the details of the theory, we can

express the electron yield current as

iEY = I0G
��e
cos �

1

1 + ��e= cos �
(2.39)

where I0 is the initial photon intensity, G the empirical multiplica-

tion factor proportional to ~!, � the linear absorption coe�cient,

� is the x-ray incidence angle and �e the electron escape depth,

i.e. the maximum average distance that an electron could cover

through the sample before escaping. In the limit of small ��e= cos �

the equation become
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Figure 2.5: Qualitative description of transmission and electron yield

methods of X-ray absorption measurements. In transmission measure-

ments the photon intensity I after transmission through the sample of

thickness t, is compared with respect to the initial intensity I0 (a). In

the electron yield method, the atoms, after the absorption of a photon,

have a certain probability to produce Auger electrons
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lim
µλe!0

iEY = I0G
��e
cos �

(2.40)

In this case, the electron yield signal is directly proportional to �.

By trying to understand more this approximation, one could intro-

duce the x-ray penetration length �x(or attenuation length), which

is the inverse of the absorption coe�cient (� = 1=�x) and the pen-

etration depth �x= cos � (�gure 2.5). The condition ��e= cos � ! 0

means that �e << �x, i.e. the major part of Auger electrons can-

not escape and produce secondary electrons. Saturation e�ects in

the electron yield method are reached when the linear proportion-

ality is lost: this happens when �e is comparable or higher than

�x, i.e. when most of the electrons can escape and the production

of secondary electrons fall down.

With respect to the transmissions measurements there are no

particular restrictions in the thickness of the sample, but from an

experimental point of view it is better to put a capping layer on

the top to prevent oxidation. The best choice is to �nd a material

with a small x-ray absorption to minimize the background signal.

Possible materials are Au, Ru, Cu and C for the 500 � 1000eV

range of energy. The sample have also to be conductive, so that

it is possible measure a current when it is grounded.
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2.5.3 Fluorescence

The uorescence yield is the second indirect way to measure x-

ray absorption. It is not very much used for the L3,2 edges of 3d

metals because it constitutes less then 1% of the secondary signal,

and also because the signal does not quantitatively follow the true

absorption signal. This is due to the fact that the excitation is

proportional to the absorption, but the emission of the uorescence

comes from a state that is di�erent from the ground one.

2.6 Application of the sum rules to Fe

XMCD spectra measured in transmis-

sion

This section presents the application of the XMCD sum rules to

real measurements recently performed by us at the SIM beamline

of the Swiss Light Source (SLS) (Paul Scherrer Institute, Villigen,

Switzerland).

Figure 2.6 shows the experimental set-up and a sketch of the

sample. A magnetic �eld of up to 0,8T produced by an elec-

tromagnet is applied parallel to the x-ray beam to saturate the

magnetization along the photon polarization direction. The x-ray

beam passes through one pole of the magnet and hits the sample

at normal incidence. The samples are fabricated by sputtering on

a silicon nitride=silicon window (Silson Ltd., England). The win-
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Chapter 2. Experimental techniques

Figure 2.6: Experimental set-up. Sample on a silicon nitride=silicon

window (a) and in the inset (b) the di�erent layers. Below the geometry

of the experiment, with the x-ray beam, the sample and the photodiode

placed inside the magnet (c).
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dow consists of a Si3N4 membrane supported by a Si frame. The

polycrystalline sample measured in this paper consists of Al(160

nm)=Ta(2 nm)=Ni73Fe18Gd7Co2(15 nm)=Ta(2 nm)=Si3N4(200

nm). The Al top layer improves the thermal conduction and the

mechanical stability of the membrane, while the Ta layer is used

to improve the adhesion. The transmission in the range 700 eV

to 900 eV of each layer is approximately: Al (90%), Ta (95%),

Ni73Fe18Gd7Co2 (90%), Si3N4 (75%), giving a total transmis-

sion larger than 50%.

Figure 2.7a shows the transmission spectra (left and right po-

larization) of Fe in doped permalloy (Ni73Fe18Gd7Co2) measured

in current units by the photodiode placed behind the sample.

From these spectra one can calculate the relatives absorption cross

sections (�gure 2.7b) just using the equation

�� / � log [I� (!) =Is (!)] (2.41)

where Is is the background intensity due to the substrate. By

adding and subtracting the absorption, one obtains the sum (�g-

ure 2.7c) and the XMCD (�gure 2.7d) spectra: in the �rst one

the dotted line shown is the two-step-like function for edge jumps

removal before the integration, while r is the value of the inte-

grated area of the sum spectra minus the edge jump area. All

integrals are calculated using the trapezoidal method. In the case

of the XMCD spectrum, p is the integral of the L3 edge contri-

bution, while q is the integral over the whole energy range (2.7d).
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Chapter 2. Experimental techniques

Applying equations 2.33 and 2.34 one �nds

morb = �4qN=3r = (0; 117� 0; 002)�B (2.42)

mspin = � (6p� 4q) �N=r = (2:451� 0; 004)�B (2.43)

The results are close to the values that one �nds in the literature

(see table 2.1), but it is unexpected that the ratio is closed to the

value of bulk Fe (bcc) [18], while the values of the single moments

are more similar to calculated permalloy [89]. The number of holes

N is taken equal to 3; 4 as found in literature [78].

mtot mspin morb morb=mspin

Fe (bcc) 2,07 1,98 0,085 0,043

Fe in Ni80Fe20 2,644 2,59 0,054 0,021

Fe (our) 2,568 2,451 0,117 0,048

Table 2.1: Spin and orbital moments in Fe bulk [18] and permalloy [89].

The moments are given in units of �B per atom.

2.7 Experimental set-up

The experiments presented in the following chapters were per-

formed at the ID08 beamline of the European Synchrotron Radia-

tion Facilities (ESRF) in Grenoble. Figure 2.8 shows a schematic

view of the entire end station. Sample preparation was reproduced
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Figure 2.7: Fe in doped permalloy Ni73Fe18Gd7Co2. Transmission x-

ray absorption spectra taken with right and left polarized light (a). Ab-

sorption cross sections derived from the transmission spectra (b). Sum

spectrum of the two cross sections and integration spectrum of the dif-

ference between the sum and the step function. XMCD spectrum with

the relative integration (d).
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Chapter 2. Experimental techniques

Figure 2.8: Scheme of the end-station at the ID08 beamline of the

ESRF. In the top part on the right, the view from above of the XMCD

chamber with the experimental geometry is presented.
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in situ in a dedicated prep-chamber. We clean our Cu(100) and

Ag(100) single crystal substrate surfaces by mean of Ar+ sput-

tering and annealing cycles. Thin metallic (mainly 3d transition

metals like Ni, Co or Mn) or oxide (NiO, CoO and MnO) �lms

were deposited by e-beam evaporation, while Me-Pc or TbPc2 were

evaporated by molecular-beam epitaxy using a Knudsen Cell. The

base pression was around 5*10�10 mbar. LEED and STM were

used to check the cleaning of the single crystals, to verify the good-

ness of thin �lms growth and the precence of molecules on the

surfaces and avoid to pass the limit of 1ML. After that the sam-

ples were transfered without breaking the ultra high vacuum to

the XMCD end station. As we see in the �gure, the sample holder

is screwed to a cold-�nger directly conneted to the cryostat and

we can ow liquide He to cool down the sample till a temperature

around 7-8K (the measured temperature is lower, but since the

thermocouple is not close to the sample holder, we made an esti-

mation). The pressure in the XMCD chamber is close to 1*10�10,

but it went down when we cooled down the sample, since the free

atoms in the chamber tend to stick to the walls. The beamline pro-

vides a 99% of polarization for both circular and linear polarized

light and a range of energies between 0; 4� 1; 5KeV with a resulu-

tion of �E = 5 � 10�10 at 850eV; this range is ideal for studying

magnetic properties of transition metals and rare earths. Spectra

are recorded in Total Electron Yield (TEY) mode, measuring the

ITEY current due to the emitted electron of the sample surface.
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Chapter 2. Experimental techniques

Right before the chamber the beam hit a gold grid that provides

the reference signal I0 used for normalize the spectra. Inside the

XMCD chamber, there is a superconducting split coil magnet that

gives a �eld till �5T collinear with the beam direction. In the inset

on the right, the top view of the chamber is presented: the beam

is along the z axis as the magnetic �eld, and it forms an angle �

with the normal to the sample surface. � = 0� will correspond to

the normal incidence while � = 70� to the grazing one. The maxi-

mum sample rotation we can reach is 180�. Spectra recorded with

circularly polarized light with photon helicity parallel and antipar-

allel to B are indicated as I+ and I�, respectively. The XMCD

signal is de�ned as I� � I+. In order to check the anisotropy of

the molecules and of the thin �lms we used also linear polarized

light, with E along y and x, in order to probe in plane and nearly

out of plane directions, when � = 70�.
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Chapter 3

Coupling of Single

Molecule Magnets to

ferromagnetic substrates

In this chapter we investigate the interaction of TbPc2 single

molecule magnet (SMM) with ferromagnetic Ni surfaces. The

�rst paragraph (3.1) gives a brief overview on SMM, underlin-

ing the main properties and focuses the attention on TbPc2, while

paragraph 3.2 presents the measurements done by depositing this

molecule on ferromagnetic Ni surfaces, the data analysis, and the

interpretation of the results.
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Chapter 3. Coupling SMMs to FM substrates

3.1 Single Molecule Magnets

3.1.1 General properties

Single Molecule Magnets (SMMs) are a class of magnetic metal-

organic molecules that show slow relaxation of the magnetization

at low temperature. These compounds have been intensively stud-

ied so far because of their potential technological applications in

�elds like magnetic recording and spintronics, by considering the

molecules as single magnetic units and therefore possible building

blocks for future devices.

Below the so called blocking temperature (TB), SMMs behave

like a nanomagnet and give rise to magnetic hysteresis of purely

molecular origin [73].

SMMs are usually made by a core of transition metal ions

surrounded by organic ligands. These ions are strongly coupled

through superexchange interaction that gives rise to a high spin

ground state, and for this reason they can be described by an e�ec-

tive spin Hamiltonian, in which isotropic exchange is the leading

term

Hex =
∑
i>j

JijSi � Sj (3.1)

where i and j run over all metal sites of the cluster. The occurrence

of a large spin ground state is a necessary, although not su�cient,

condition to observe slow relaxation of the magnetization. The

second requirement is to have a large magnetic anisotropy, that in
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SMMs mainly comes from magnetocrystalline contributions due

to the low-symmetry environment around the metal centers of the

molecule. For a system with no symmetry at all, using the spin-

Hamiltonian treatment commonly used to describe SMMs, this

anisotropy is given by

Han = S �D � S = D

[
S2
z �

1

3
S (S + 1)

]
+ E

(
S2
x � S2

y

)
(3.2)

where D represents the axial anisotropy and E the transverse one.

The e�ect of the anisotropy on the (2S + 1) states of the spin

multiplet is the removed of their degeneration even in the ab-

sence of an external magnetic �eld, namely a zero-�eld splitting

of the levels. The anisotropy energy associated to a SMM system

is the energy gap in zero �eld between the largest and smallest

jmj, where m is an eigenvalue of Sz. In the case of pure axial

anisotropy (E = 0) the gap corresponds respectively to jDjS2 for

integer and jDj
(
S2 � 1=4

)
and half-integer. A system showing

easy axis magnetic anisotropy state has a ground doublet charac-

terized by m = �S, which corresponds to two potential wells sep-

arated by an energy barrier. When a magnetic �eld is applied, the

degeneracy is removed and one of the wells is populated; removing

the �eld the system returns back to equilibrium through multi-step

Orbach processes. SMMs are usually described by adopting the

giant spin approximation: at low temperature only the ground

spin state is populated, and the dynamics of the magnetization is

in �rst approximation well rationalized, assuming that the whole
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Chapter 3. Coupling SMMs to FM substrates

a) b)a)

Figure 3.1: (a) Cartoon of the TbPc2 molecule. (b) Enery level spliting

for LnPc2 complexes.

molecule behaves like a unique large spin characterized by its axial

and transverse anisotropies.

(quantum tunneling of the magnetization - how explain in few

words?)

The great limit of the properties of these molecules is the tem-

perature: for transition metal SMMs the blocking temperatures

TB are close to liquid He ones. It should also be stressed the

fact that TB is not a constant but depends mainly on the time-

scale of the measurements: the faster we measure, the slower the

magnetization relax and the higher is the TB.

3.1.2 Lanthanide complexes: TbPc2

Among the SMMs there is a particular class of compounds, the lan-

thanide bis(phtalocyanines) complexes, that present similar prop-
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erties to those of transition metals ones despite the di�erent struc-

ture. These are mononuclear molecules, with a rare earth atom

lying between two phthalocyanine, one on the top and the other

one on the bottom, as shown in �gure 3.1. From AC suscepti-

bilities measurements, it was shown that only TbPc2 and DyPc2

present slow relaxation of the magnetization, while the other lan-

thanide complexes did not [36]. These two molecules present a

high spin ground state and a large zero �eld splitting, like polynu-

clear SMMs, but its origin is di�erent and it does not come from

exchange interaction between the spins of the metal ions. In this

case, the ligand �eld potential is splitting the ground multiplet so

that the lowest sublevel has the largest Jz value (for Tb jJzj = 6)

and a large energy gap arises with respect the rest of the sublevels

(Fig. 3.1). This unusual condition leads to a small probability of

transition and hence to a slow magnetization relaxation [39].

In this paragraph, the attention is drawn on TbPc2, because

it presents a higher energy gap between ground state and the ex-

cited ones (�50 meV), as well as a higher blocking temperature

with respect to DyPc2. TB depends on the time scale of the mea-

surements, the dilution of the molecules and the amount of charge

of the molecule. Ishikawa et al. [36] clearly showed, by using AC

susceptibilities measurements, that the peak in the θ
′′
M in corre-

spondence of TB, shifts toward higher temperatures if we increase

the frequency (from 15 K to 40 K if the AC frequency changes

from 10 to 1000 Hz). We can also observe a small increase of TB
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Chapter 3. Coupling SMMs to FM substrates

if the molecules are isolated and do not interact with each other.

In a powder this was achieved by diluting TbPc2 with diamagnetic

YPc2 molecules. Moreover, it was also shown that if we measure

the neutral [TbPc2]
0, which has an open � shell delocalized on the

ligand with a S = 1=2 spin, TB rises, reaching 36 to 50 K for a

frequency between 10 Hz and 1 kHz, i.e., higher values then the

results obtained on [TbPc2]
� [37].

Magnetization loops have been measured to check the presence

of a hysteretic behaviour, sign of magnetic bistability of mononu-

clear SMMs. The loop presents the so-called "buttery" shape

(Fig. 3.2 (a)), with two di�erent trends depending on the strength

of the magnetic �eld: for jBj > 0:1 the decrease of the magnetiza-

tion with decreasing the �eld is relatively small, while for jBj < 0:1

we can observe a sharp drop. The molecule seem to relax faster

at low �elds.

The characteristic step structure in TbPc2 did not show to be

caused by resonant tunneling processes, at T = 1:7K because the

energy separation between the ground and the �rst excited level

is higher then the energies that could be reached in this range

of �elds by Zeeman interaction (jBj < 1:6T ) [37]. Surprisingly

measurements taken at T = 0:04K present a characteristic stair-

case structure at very low �elds (B < 0:05T ). The steps observed

for TbPc2 must therefore be caused bt a di�erent mechanism.

Taking into account the hyper�ne interaction term AhfJ � I and

the nuclear quadrupole interaction term P
[
I2z � 1=3I (I + 1)

]
, one
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a)

d)

b)

c)

Figure 3.2: TbPc2 hysteresis loops recorded (a) in the powder sample

or when the molecule is deposited (b) on Cu(111), (c) on Au(111), (d)

on highly oriented pyrolitic graphite (HOPG).

can obtain the Zeeman diagram by numerical diagonalization of a

[(2J + 1) (2I + 1) × (2J + 1) (2I + 1)] matrix for the states gener-

ated from J = 6 electronic multiplet and I = 3/2 nuclear multi-

plet. All positions of the steps in the loop are reproduced by the

diagram [35].

Since TbPc2 shows these interesting magnetic properties, it is

crucial to deposit this molecule on a surface and try to control

its properties: this is the first step required towards the engi-
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Chapter 3. Coupling SMMs to FM substrates

neering of molecule-based magneto-electronic devices. TbPc2 was

�rst deposited on Cu(111) using a dry imprint technique, and

it was studied by Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM), Scan-

ning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS) and Density Functional The-

ory (DFT) [87]. It was demonstrated that the molecules structure

does not change signi�cantly by interacting with the substrate:

the 4f8 electron states responsible for the large magnetic moment,

are not much a�ected by the interaction with the substrate. Fur-

thermore, it was also shown that TbPc2 could be deposited by

thermal evaporation in UHV condition on metallic surfaces, like

Cu(111) [76] or Au(111) [51], without loosing their molecular in-

tegrity. TbPc2 adsorbs at (or with a small angle distribution)

on these surfaces, with the easy axis of the molecule perpendicu-

lar to the substrate plane, as measured by STM and X-ray linear

dichroism. By comparing the shape of the XAS spectra with the

calculated ones, it was shown that the molecules did not loose

their 4f8 con�guration, with a J = 6 ground state (L = S = 3).

The unchanged shape of the XMCD spectra varying the angle and

the fact that the intensity of this peak scales as cos �, suggest that

the Tb magnetic moment has an Ising-like behaviour, showing a

spin parallel or antiparallel to the normal to the surface, depend-

ing on the direction of the applied magnetic �eld. On both Cu and

Ag samples magnetization curves measured by XMCD presented

closed loops at T = 8K (Fig. 3.2 (b),(c)), with a typical param-

agnetic S-shape. For molecules on Au(111), an open curves was
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measured, but only for temperatures lower then 5 K. On the con-

trary, open hysteresis loops were measured at 7 K for molecules

deposited in air onto a freshly cleaved highly oriented pyrolitic

graphite (HOPG) (Fig.Figure 3.2 (d)), casting a drop of a 10�6 M

solution of acetal protected TbPc2 [32]. The buttery loop shown

at higher temperatures could be the result of the di�erent deposi-

tion technique or, most likely, it could be due to the change made

on the Pc ligand. We do not believe we can ascribe this di�erent

magnetic behaviour to the HOPG substrate.

3.2 TbPc2 on Ni substrates: experimental

results

As described in paragraph 3.1.2, TbPc2 presents the highest TB

among SMM, it adsorb at on surfaces and, since is a mononuclear

complex, it is in principle an easy system to study compared with

3d transition�metal SMMs. In order to try to stabilize the mag-

netic moment of the molecule, di�erent strategies can be adopted.

The e�orts to slow down magnetic relaxation in SMM have thus far

relied on the synthesis of polynuclear molecules with a large num-

ber of metal ions [47,76] or on modifying the ligand �eld strength

in order to enhance the magnetic anisotropy energy barriers [81].

These approaches have been moderately successful. For exam-

ple, ligand oxidation of TbPc2 has been shown to increase � from

about 10�4 to 10�3 s at T = 40 K [39]. Recently, however, an
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alternative strategy has been proposed to stabilize the magnetic

moment of paramagnetic molecules against thermal uctuations

[8, 34, 42, 68, 80, 88, 90]. This approach is based on the deposition

of planar complexes such as metal-porphyrins and phthalocyanines

on ferromagnetic (FM) �lms. Because of the close proximity to the

substrate, the magnetic moment of the metal ions embedded in the

plane of such molecules can e�ciently couple to the surface magne-

tization via superexchange and direct exchange paths [8,34,42,90].

Although individual molecules cannot be addressed independently,

this approach enables the fabrication of metal-organic layers with

stable magnetization up to room temperature [8, 68, 88]. There-

fore ultrathin FM molecular layers may be employed in hybrid

spin valve structures [12] or as magnetochemical sensors [88].

3.2.1 Sample preparation

The samples were prepared in-situ by molecular beam evaporation

of TbPc2 on Ni �lms in ultra-high-vacuum in a dedicated set-up as

described in paragraph 2.7. The TbPc2 coverage was about 0.05

monolayers (ML). FM �lms with out-of-plane (OP) and in-plane

(IP) magnetic anisotropy were obtained by deposition of 13 ML of

Ni on Cu(100) and 6 ML of Ni on Ag(100) sputter-annealed single

crystals, respectively [33, 71]. Oxidized and reduced Ni surfaces

with OP magnetization were prepared by O surfactant growth of

Ni on Cu(100) [61] and by evaporating Li on Ni/Cu(100). X-ray

absorption spectra (XAS) of N and Tb presented strong linear
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Figure 3.3: (a) Schematic view of TbPc2 on OP Ni/Cu(100). (b) XAS

spectra measured at the L2, 3 edges of Ni and (c) M4, 5 edges of Tb for

TbPc2/Ni/Cu(100). The plot show the spectra with positive (I+) and

negative (I − ) circular polarization and the XMCD intensity (I − − I+)

measured at 8 K in remanence. Due to the low TbPc2 coverage, the

Tb XAS is superimposed to a strong substrate-dependent background

intensity. Such background does not contribute to the XMCD.

dichroism, indicating that the molecules are oriented with the Pc

plane parallel to the Ni surface and easy axis perpendicular to it, in

agreement with previous measurements of TbPc2 on Cu(100) [76,

87].
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3.2.2 Coupling of TbPc2 to Ni substrates

We begin by investigating the coupling of TbPc2 to OP Ni �lms

at remanence. In such a case, the molecule and substrate easy

axes are collinear. Figure 3.3 (a), (b) shows the Ni and Tb XAS

and XMCD spectra recorded at T = 8 K after saturating the

magnetization at 5 T along the �lm normal, and subsequently

setting the �eld to zero. We observe that both Ni and Tb have

a strong remanent XMCD intensity, which remains stable over

the timescale of the measurements. The sign of the Tb XMCD,

however, is opposite with respect to Ni, indicating that MTb and

MNi are antiferromagnetically (AFM) coupled.

Element-resolved hysteresis loops provide further insight into

the the nature of SMM-substrate coupling. The magnetization

curves are measured by recording the peak XMCD intensity at

854.5 (1242.5) eV for Ni (Tb) as a function of applied �eld. There

are di�erent ways to perform such a measurement. The �rst one

is to measure pairs of I+ and I� spectra at each �eld. This is

extremely time-consuming for dilute samples, as a single pair of

spectra does not provide enough signal-to-noise ratio. Moreover,

the need to reverse the photon polarization at each �eld increases

the measuring time considerably. The second method consists in

performing two sweeps of the applied magnetic �eld, one for pos-

itive and the other for negative circularly polarized light. During

each sweep, only the pre-edge intensity at 845 (1230) eV and the
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Figure 3.4: Element-resolved hysteresis loops of Ni (top) and Tb

(bottom) for (a) TbPc2/Ni/Cu(100), (b) TbPc2/O/Ni/Cu(100) and (c)

TbPc2/Li/Ni/Cu(100) measured in normal (left) and grazing (right) in-

cidence at T = 8 K. The units of MNi and MTb correspond to the

XMCD intensity at the L3 and M5 absorption edges (see Fig. 3.3). The

solid lines are �ts to the data according to Eq. 3.3.

L3 (M5) peak intensity at 854.5 (1242.5) eV for Ni (Tb) are mea-

sured, thus optimizing the acquisition time for the energy point
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where the XMCD is maximum. The peak intensity values are di-

vided by the pre-edge intensity at each �eld in order to eliminate

the dependence of the electron yield on the sample orientation and

magnetic �eld. Finally, the normalized intensity from the �rst loop

is subtracted from the second in order to obtain the XMCD inten-

sity. This is a well-established method to measure magnetization

curves using XMCD [25, 27, 31], which gives better results than

just plotting the peak intensity as a function of �eld as done for

relatively thick metal �lms [24]. The curves shown in Fig. 3.4

have been obtained in this way. In order to de�ne a common in-

tensity scale, we have scaled each curve so that the intensity at

5 T matches the XMCD/XAS ratio obtained from the spectra at

the same �eld. This procedure has no inuence on the �ts of the

magnetization curves, since the saturation magnetization is a free

parameter of each �t.

We recall here that the XMCD/XAS asymmetry is a self-

consistent quantity that can be related to the atomic magnetic

moment of the element under investigation. This ratio, de�ned as

(I� � I+)=[(I+ + I�)=2], can be calculated by integrating whole

spectra or part of the spectra, or by taking the ratio of the peak

XMCD and XAS intensity at the L3 (M5) peaks, where the XMCD

is maximum. These two methods are equivalent as long as the

XMCD lineshape does not change with applied magnetic �eld,

which is practically always the case as the Zeeman splitting is small

with respect to the atomic level spacing due to electron-electron
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interactions, crystal �eld, and charge transfer e�ects. The peak

intensity method works better for dilute samples, since it reduces

errors due to the integration of noise in the XMCD baseline and

does not require the subtraction of background XAS spectra.

Figure 3.4 (a) shows the out-of-plane (� = 0�) and in-plane (�

= 70�) magnetization loops of the OP TbPc2/Ni/Cu(100) sample

measured by recording the XMCD intensity at the Ni L3 and Tb

M5 edge as a function of applied �eld. In the low �eld region,

MTb is aligned antiparallel to the MNi, switching direction to-

gether with it. However, at higher �eld, the Zeeman interaction

overcomes AFM exchange, inducing a gradual rotation of MTb

parallel to B. MTb �rst changes sign at Bexc = 1:2T , as the ex-

ternal �eld compensates the exchange coupling to the substrate,

and �nally ends up parallel to MNi. A similar behavior is observed

for out-of-plane and in-plane loops, albeit the Tb remanence, Bexc,

and the magnetization at high-�eld depend on the orientation of

B with respect to the SMM easy axis.

3.2.3 Tuning the coupling

As the coupling between MTb and MNi is necessarily mediated by

the bottom Pc ligand of TbPc2, we tested the possibility of tuning

the exchange interaction by modifying the amount of charge trans-

fer between surface and molecule. This can be realized in practice

by i) preparing a (2�2) O bu�er layer [61] between TbPc2 and Ni,

and ii) "doping" the Ni surface with a strong electron donor such
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Figure 3.5: (a) Comparison of the Ni XMCD spectra obtained at B =

5 T, T = 8 K, and � = 0� for di�erent substrates. (b) Same for the Tb

spectra. The vertical units represent the XMCD/XAS ratio at the L3

(M5) edge of Ni (Tb).

as Li. Although we do not control the extent of charge transfer in

either case, it is safe to assume that it leads to i) oxidation and ii)

a reduction of the Pc ligand.
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The e�ects of charge transfer on the Ni magnetization reported

in Fig. 3.4 (b) and (c) are limited to variations of the coerciv-

ity, which we ascribe to modi�cations of the surface magnetocrys-

talline anisotropy energy. To con�rm this deduction, we compare

the XMCD spectra of our four samples, since the lineshape is very

sensitive to changes of the electronic and magnetic ground state

of metal ions [28, 30, 84, 86]. Figure 3.5 (a) reports the Ni XMCD

spectra recorded for TbPc2/Ni/Cu(100), TbPc2/O/Ni/Cu(100),

TbPc2/Li/Ni/Cu(100), and TbPc2/Ni/Ag(100). The intensity of

the XMCD signal is given with respect to the average L3 XAS

intensity, (I+ +I�)=2, which has been scaled to 1 for each sample.

The spectra show that neither the intensity nor the lineshape of

the Ni XMCD change signi�cantly due to either Li or O adsorp-

tion. Even though XMCD is sensitive to the �rst 5-10 surface

layers [58], strong changes of the electronic and magnetic proper-

ties of the topmost layer would show up in the spectra, as the latter

contributes most to the electron yield signal. Since this is not the

case, we conclude that the magnetic moment per Ni atom is sim-

ilar for all the substrates investigated in this study. Note that, in

the case of the TbPc2/O/Ni/Cu(100), the c(2� 2)=Ni(100) layer

obtained by O-surfactant growth of Ni on Cu(100) represents a

chemisorbed superstructure, not a NiO layer [61].

Furthermore, the exact reproducibility of the Tb XAS and

XMCD spectral features proves that the Tb electronic con�gura-

tion, including its spin (S) and orbital (L) moment, is not a�ected
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curves recorded on the same sample on Ni (top) and Tb (bottom) edges

at normal f) and grazing incidence g). The units of MNi and MTb

correspond to the XMCD intensity at the L3 and M5 absorption edges.

by either i) or ii). Figure 3.5 (b) reports the Tb XMCD spectra

obtained on the Ni substrates shown in (a). We observe that the
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XMCD lineshape does not vary from sample to sample, indicating

that the magnetic ground state of Tb is predominantly of 4f8 char-

acter, in agreement with previous studies of Tb compounds [30,84]

and TbPc2 [9, 32, 51, 76]. However, the intensity of the XMCD

spectra at 5 T is signi�cantly reduced for TbPc2/Li/Ni/Cu(100)

compared to the other samples. Given that the easy axis mag-

netization of TbPc2/Li/Ni/Cu(100) appears to saturate near 5 T

[Fig. 3.4(c)], this e�ect can possibly be attributed to a reduction

of the Tb atomic magnetic moment induced by charge transfer.

Indeed, a previous study of the negatively charged TbPc2 moiety

has shown that even a very moderate charge transfer to the 4f

Tb states, of the order of 0.1 electrons, can lead to signi�cant re-

duction of the XMCD/XAS ratio at �nite �eld [9]. XAS spectra

recorded with linearly polarized light also show a reduction of the

spectral weight of the M5 features at 1242 and 1243.2 eV, which

is consistent with increased occupancy of the Tb 4f states (Fig. 6

(I put the �gure?)). This interpretation agrees with our hypothe-

sis of charge donation from Li to TbPc2. Note that, according to

Refs. [9] and [35], most of the negative charge of the TbPc2 anion

is localized on the Pc ligands, and only a small fraction of it is

e�ectively transferred into the Tb 4f states.

On the other hand, the magnetic behavior of TbPc2 changes

signi�cantly. The remanent MTb strongly decreases (increases)

in TbPc2/O/Ni (TbPc2/Li/Ni) layers compared to TbPc2/Ni, as

shown in Fig. 3.4 (a)-(c). Moreover, Bexc varies from 0.7 T in
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TbPc2/O/Ni to 2.5 T in TbPc2/Li/Ni [Fig. 3.7 (a)], indicating

that the exchange coupling energy increases signi�cantly with the

amount of charge donated to the Pc ligand.

It is not known with certainty what is happening to the

molecule and the amount of charge transfer. We could only make

some hypothesis, waiting for future studies. The neutral unsup-

ported TbPc2 ([TbPc2]
0) molecule has two spin systems: one,

strongly localized on the metal center and arising from the 4f

states, carries a magnetic moment of 5.9 �B, and, in the limit

of an isolated Tb3+ ion, it would have J = 6; the other, delo-

calized over the two Pc ligands, is determined by the unpaired

� electron and is de�ned by S = 1=2 [87]. When the molecule

is deposited on a metalic surface, it tends to become a charged

system ([TbPc2]
�δ) and to saturate the unpaired � orbital. De-

pending on the amount of charge transfer, this can suppress or

enhance the spin density of the ligand. Oxidation (reduction) of

the sample has probably the e�ect of removing (adding) a fraction

of the charge to the ligand. If � > 1, this e�ect might result in a

decrease (increase) of the Ni-Tb coupling mediated by the ligand

spin. Further investigations are necessary to unravel this point.

3.2.4 Role of the magnetic anisotropy

Measurements of TbPc2 on IP Ni �lms, reported in Fig. 3.6, il-

lustrate the case where the molecule and substrate easy axes are

orthogonal to each other. XAS and XMCD spectra are shown for
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Ni and Tb in remanence for normal (a), (c) and grazing incidence

(b), (d). In the case of � = 0�, no remanence is observed for

Tb XMCD, while Ni shows a very small signal. On the contrary,

for � = 70� (beam parallel to the Ni easy axis), a small peak is

measured antiparallel to the Ni one. Although the coupling be-

tween TbPc2 and Ni remains AFM, as expected, the remanent

Tb XMCD intensity is now strongly reduced compared to the Ni

XMCD. Magnetization curves (Fig. 3.6 (e), (f)) con�rm this be-

haviour. Measurements in normal incidence, orthogonal to the Ni

easy axis, show that the molecule has zero average magnetization.

Only by increasing the magnetic �eld we are able to force the

molecule magnetization to rotate, but without reaching its satu-

ration value. Grazing incidence hysteresis loops reveal the AFM

coupling with the substrate, despite the orthogonal con�guration

of the easy axes, at low �elds.

This result shows the importance of matching the substrate

and SMM magnetic anisotropy properties to e�ectively stabilize

the SMM magnetization in the absence of external magnetic �elds.

Notably, this is in contrast with recent theoretical calculations of

Mn12 on Ni, which postulate that the magnetic easy axis of the

SMM/substrate system is dictated by that of the Ni layer [63].

3.2.5 Spin Hamiltonian

The competition between the intrinsic SMM properties, namely

the magnetic anisotropy and Zeeman interaction of TbPc2, and
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AFM exchange to the substrate, can be described using the fol-

lowing Hamiltonian:

H = �B(L+2S) �B+JexcM̂Ni � Ŝ��L �S�B2O
0
2 +B4O

0
4�B6O

0
6 ;

(3.3)

where �B is the Bohr magneton, Jexc the exchange coupling con-

stant to Ni, � = 212 meV the spin-orbit energy, and the last three

terms represent the expansion of the Tb crystal �eld potential

using the Stevens operators Omk . As the TbPc2 crystal �eld is

not a�ected by deposition on metals [75], we take the same co-

e�cients B2 = 414, B4 = 228, and B6 = 33 cm�1 as for the

free molecule, which give a magnetic anisotropy barrier of about

590 meV [38]. Thus we use Eq. (1) to calculate the expectation
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value of MTb = ��B(hLi + 2hSi) as a function of applied �eld

and temperature and �t the curves reported in Fig. 3.4. The �t is

restricted to the bottom J = L + S = 6 multiplet of TbPc2 [38]

and has only two free parameters: Jexc and a multiplicative factor

that scales MTb to the XMCD intensity. The results, shown as

solid lines, capture remarkably well the easy and hard axis be-

havior of TbPc2 on OP substrates, demonstrating that our model

reproduces the main features of the SMM-substrate interaction.

Figure 3.7 (a) compares the values of Jexc and Bexc measured

at � = 0� and 70�. We see that Jexc varies from -0.3 to -2 meV

going from TbPc2/O/Ni to TbPc2/Li/Ni, in agreement with Bexc.

Moreover, we �nd that Jexc is anisotropic, depending on the angle

between MTb and MNi as well as on the substrate. We leave the

investigation of this point to future studies, noting that the sym-

metry of the system, as well as the strong spin-orbit coupling of the

Tb 4f states, allow for the presence of anisotropic superexchange

terms [55].

3.2.6 Dipolar field from the substrate

The antiparallel ordering of the TbPc2 and Ni magnetic moments

is attributed to ligand-mediated superexchange coupling. In prin-

ciple, however, antiferromagnetic coupling can also be attributed

to the dipolar �eld emanating from the Ni surface atoms. Al-

though the dipolar �eld produced by a continuous magnetization

density with either in-plane (IP) or out-of-plane (OP) orientation
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is zero outside an in�nite surface plane, the discrete atomic lattice

structure of a real surface may give rise to sizeable �elds close to

the surface [19], the magnitude of which depends also on the x,y

position within the surface unit cell as well as on roughness [14,85].

In order to address this point, we have carried out a model cal-

culation of the dipolar �eld produced by a (100) Ni surface layer

made of 2100 by 2100 atoms. The e�ects of roughness are included

by simulating second layer islands of 10 to 20 nm lateral size. A

diagram of the simulated Ni surface is shown in Fig. S5 (a). A

TbPc2 molecule is shown to scale with the Ni lattice constant.

The distance between the Pc ligand and the topmost Ni atoms is

taken to be 2.5 �A from density functional calculations of metal-Pc

adsorbed on metal surfaces [13,57], whereas the distance between

the bottom and top Pc ligand is taken to be 3.9-4 �A [32]. The

number of atoms in the simulation is such that the results can

be considered accurate: for instance, adding an additional bottom

layer would not change signi�cantly the value of the dipolar �eld

on the surface, due to the exponential decrease of the �eld with z.

The calculations were done by adding dipolar �elds from indi-

vidual dipoles, giving a resultant �eld

Bdip =
�0
4�

∑
i

(
3

(� � ri)ri
r5i

� �

r3i

)
; (3.4)

where ri is the position of the i-th atom, and � its magnetic mo-

ment. For the calculation, we take � = 1�B to provide a "worse

case" estimate of Bdip, given that the magnetic moment of Ni sur-
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face atoms is about 0.7 �B. The calculations were performed for

Ni atoms with out-of-plane (OP) magnetization and Cu(100) lat-

tice spacing [Fig. 3.8 (b) and (c)] as well as for Ni atoms with

in-plane (IP) magnetization and Ag(100) lattice spacing [Fig. 3.8

(d) and (e)]. Figures 3.8 (b) and (d) show that Bdip decreases ex-

ponentially with increasing distance from a homogenous Ni layer,

reaching values well below 0.01 T for z > 2 �A . Oscillations of

Bdip moving in the xy plane from on-top to hollow sites are al-

ready very small at this distance. Figures 3.8 (c) and (e) report

Bdip calculated at z = 4:45 �A above the Ni surface plane, along

the red line shown in (a). The e�ects of roughness are most visible

at the edges of the islands, where Bdip attains a maximum value of

about 0.07 T on both OP and IP surfaces. This is still very small

compared to the exchange �elds evidenced by our study. More-

over, Bdip changes sign for molecules on top or between islands,

resulting in an average �eld below 0.002 T. Since our XMCD mea-

surements are sensitive to macroscopic surface areas of the order

of 0:1� 1 mm2, dipolar �elds can have only a very small inuence

on the magnetic properties of TbPc2 on Ni. We therefore con-

clude that the antiferromagnetic coupling of TbPc2 on Ni is due

to exchange forces.

3.2.7 Temperature dependence

The �nal study of this experiment is to adress to the magnetic

stability of TbPc2 on Ni as a function of temperature. Fig. 3.7
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(b) compares MTb and MNi measured at remanence for the OP

TbPc2/Ni sample. The solid lines represent MTb(T ) calculated

using Eq. (1) and MNi(T ) = (1� T=TC)β, with TC = 575 K and

� = 0:28 � 0:04 [33]. We observe �nite remanence of MTb up

to T = 100 K, showing that coupling with Ni stabilizes MTb well

above TB on a timescale that exceeds by several orders of mag-

nitude the typical � = 10�3 � 10�1 s probed by ac susceptibility

measurements of TbPc2 [36, 39]. We also note that XMCD mea-

surements of TbPc2 adsorbed on nonmagnetic substrates report

zero remanence at least down to T = 2 K [9,51,76].

3.3 Summary

In summary, we have proven that SMMs couple antiferromag-

netically to FM metal layers through superexchange interactions.

Contrary to paramagnetic molecules, TbPc2 do not mimic the sub-

strate magnetization and behave as coupled but separate magnetic

units from the underlying FM surface. This coupling depends on

the relative orientation of the molecule and substrate anisotrpy

axes, superexchange and Zeeman interaction, as our �tting spin

hamiltonian demonstrate. The magnitude but not the sign of the

exchange coupling energy can be tuned by reducing or oxidizing

the substrate. A further result is the enhanced tharmal stability

shown by TbPc2, when deposited on a FM layer.
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Chapter 4

Coupling of Single

Molecule Magnets to

antiferromagnetic

substrates

This chapter presents the results obtained by depositing TbPc2 on

antiferromagnetic (AFM) surfaces. The �rst paragraph contains

a brief overview of exchange bias, the e�ect at the origin of the

coupling between molecules and AFM substrates, while the second

paragraph reports our experimental results, which demonstrate

the presence or absence of exchange bias on two di�erent AFM

substrates: Mn and CoO.
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4.1 Exchange bias

4.1.1 Introduction

Exchange bias is an interface e�ect that arises when a ferromag-

net is put in contact with an antiferromagnet. When two magnetic

layers interact, several interesting properties can appear. In gen-

eral, this interaction can be described as an e�ective magnetic �eld

between the two magnetic materials in physical contact with each

other. This �eld can be a regular �eld (stray �eld) or an e�ective

�eld produced by the quantum mechanical exchange interaction.

In the case of exchange bias, the size of the e�ect can only be

explained by assuming an exchange interaction at the FM-AFM

interface. This phenomenon was discovered by Meiklejohn and

Bean in 1956 [53, 54] in the study of Co particles embedded in

their native antiferromagnetic oxide. Above the N�eel temperature

(TN ), these coated particles had magnetic properties as expected

for pure Co ones. Below the TN of CoO, if the sample was cooled

in an external magnetic �eld, Meiklejohn and Bean observed a

horizontal displacement of the hysteresis loop and an enhacement

of the coercivity of the nanoparticles, which they attributed to an

exchange interaction between spins of FM Co and AFM CoO.

Initially exchange bias research focused on thin �lms systems.

This was due to the possibility to have: (i) an increased num-

ber of FM-AFM combinations compared to nanoparticles; (ii)

greater control of the FM-AFM interface; (iii) important tech-
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nological applications in the �eld of magnetic recording, such as

magnetic recording heads, spin-valve devices and magnetic tun-

nel junctions [64]. Spin-valve devices, for example, are made of

two ferromagnetic layers: the reference layer, that is pinned by

exchange bias to an antiferromagnet, and the sensing layer. If

the external �eld is much weaker then the exchange bias �eld, the

magnetic moment of the reference layer is essentially �xed so that

the sensing layer in the sandwich is free to respond to external

�elds.

In recent years, the continuous demand for miniaturization

of devices and for increased density of data storage has renewed

the interest in magnetic nanoparticles and nanostructured ma-

terials because of their potential for applications in �elds such

as ultrahigh-density recording and medicine. The main prob-

lem of reducing dimensions is the superparamagnetic limit: de-

creasing the particle sizes, the anisotropy energy becomes com-

parable to the thermal energy, and thermal uctuations induce

random ipping of the magnetic moment with time so that the

nanoparticles lose the magnetic stability. A new prospective ap-

plication of exchange bias in nanoparticles has recently been devel-

oped. Exchange bias has been proposed theoretically as a possible

source of magnetization stability to overcome the superparamag-

netic limit [43]. Skumryev et al. [74] experimentally demonstrate

that the magnetic coupling between Co FM nanoparticles with an

AFM matrix is a source of a larce magnetic anisotropy. This leads
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Figure 4.1: (a) Magnetizations curves measured along the easy (solid

line) and hard axis (dotted line) of an ideal ferromagnet with uniaxial

anisotropy. (b) Hysteresis loops of an ideal FM-AFM system. If the

exchange anisotropy is high, the loop is horizontally shifted (left). This

correspond to a system with uniderectional exchange anisotropy. On

the other hand, for weak exchange anisotropy, only an increase of the

coercivity is observed (right). (c) Negative (red) and positive (blue)

exchange bias �elds, depending on the direction of the loop shift with

respect to the setting �eld. The vertical loop shift originating from

pinned moments is also shown.
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to a marked improvement of thermal stability of the FM moments

and a signi�cant enhancement of the blocking temperature TB.

The aim of our investigation is to transfer these concepts to

magnetic molecules, thereby enhancing the stability of their mag-

netic moment.

4.1.2 Phenomenology of exchange bias

In this paragraph we present the phenomenon, and get familiar

with the terminology associated with exchange bias. Figure 4.1a

presents magnetization loops of a conventional FM along the easy

and hard axis directions: the curves are symmetric about zero

external magnetic �eld Hext. The anisotropy is assumed to be

uniaxial. If a FM is deposited on an AFM and cooled through

the TN in the absence of an external �eld, the hysteresis loop

will still be symmetric with respect to the origin, but the easy

axis will be determined by the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of

the AFM, not by that of the FM itself [79]. In this case we will

speak about uniaxial exchange anisotropy and we will also observe

a change in the coercivity of the loop. If an external magnetic

�eld Hext (assumed to be in the positive direction) is applied or

the FM lays in a remanent state, and the sample is cooled below

TN , the magnetization loop may shift horizontally in either the

negative or positive �eld direction, as shown in Fig. 4.1c. This

case corresponds to a unidirectional magnetic anisotropy, since the

positive and the negative external �eld directions are no longer
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equivalent.

In negative exchange bias (Fig. 4.1c), the FM and AFM mo-

ments are aligned in the same direction of the �eld, hence there is

a J > 0 exchange coupling constant. The existence of positive ex-

change bias has been suggested to arise from antiparallel coupling

(J < 0) between FM and AFM moments, although it is somewhat

more complicated. For "small" cooling �elds the FM is aligned

along the external �eld Hext, while the AFM is determind by the

antiparallel exchange coupling with the FM. The combination of

J < 0 and AFM moments that are antiparallel to Hext leads to a

preferred FM alignement in the direction of the �eld, i.e., negative

bias. In "large" cooling �elds the Zeeman energy dominates and

the moment directions in both FM and AFM are parallel to Hext.

When the �eld is turned o�, the moments in the AFM remain

frozen (parallel to Hext), but the antiparallel exchange coupling

leads to a rotation of the FM moments. The direction of the FM

is now antiparallel to Hext, which corresponds to a positive ex-

change bias. Another interesting �nding in FM-AFM systems is

the increase in the coercivity of the magnetization curves, as indi-

cated in �gure ??c by a broadening of the loops. This broadening

is caused by the coupling of the FM to the AFM at the interface.

This happens below TN , as the AFM orders itself.

In a simpli�ed view, the exchange bias phenomenon can be

described in terms of an alignement of the AFM spins at the FM-

AMF interface parallel to the FM spins occuring during the �eld
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Figure 4.2: Field cooling procedure for a FM in contact with an AFM.

FM moments allign with the external �eld direction and induce ordering

on the AFM.

cooling procedure (Fig. 4.2). The coupling between AFM and

FM spins exerts an additional torque on the FM spins, which the

external �eld has to overcome. Whithin this intuitive model, one

can predict only two di�erent cases, depending on the strengh

of the AFM magnetic anisotropy (Fig. 4.1b,4.3). If the AFM

anisotropy is small, one should only observe an enhancement of the

coercivity, becouse the spins of the FM, rotating, will be able to

drug also the AFM ones; for large AFM anisotropies, the FM spins

will decouple from the AFM ones, producing only an horizontal

shift of the loop. Nevertheless, in general, real systems show both

e�ects, due to roughness, defects, grain size, etc... which induce

local variations of the AFM magnetic anisotropy.
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M

M

H

H

Strong anisotropy

Weak anisotropy

a)

b)

Figure 4.3: (a) For strong exchange anisotropy, the AFM moments do

not rotate with the FM, giving an horizontal shift of the hysteresis. (b)

For weak anisotropy, FM moments drug the AFM ones, increasing the

coercivity of the loop.

This anisotropy is not a constant and has a strong depen-

dence with the temperature. Above TN , the AFM moments have

a random distribution, so that only the FM contribute to the

anisotropy. On the other hand below TN , FM and AFM are cou-
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pled and the total anisotropy is given by adding a further contri-

bution. At T � TN we observe a transition region. The coercivity

HC is strongly a�ected by the exchange anisotropy, and hence by

the temperature, and presents a peak just below TN [59]. This

behaviour is intuitively simple to understand. The peak is due to

the decrease of AFM anisotropy close to TN : as the anisotropy

decreases, the FM is able to drag increasingly more AFM spins,

thus increasing the coercivity. Above TN the AFM is random,

thus it does not hinder the FM rotation.

It is also worth noting that TN is not always a constant and

depends on the AFM thickness (tAFM ): in several materials, de-

creasing the tAFM , passing from bulk to thin �lm, a decrease of the

TN was observed. In CoO, for example, TN changes from room

temperature in the bulk, to TN � 0K for tAFM ! 0 [4].Also the

exchange bias �eld presents a thickness dependence. HE is roughly

inversely proportional to the thickness of the FM layer (tFM ), but

this relation is no longer valid for very thin �lms, probably be-

cause the layer become discontinuous. The depenence of HE with

respect to tAFM is more complicate, due to factors such as the

anisotropy, the TN dependence on tAFM , grain size, etc... and

changes from sample to sample [59].

Several models have been proposed to undestand the mecha-

nism of exchange bias. Meiklejohn and Bean presented the �rst

and simplest model [53]. This model assumes an uncompensated

antiferromagnetic interface with a net spin and Heisenberg cou-
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pling between the AFM and the FM spins. If one also assumes

that the AFM does not undergo reversal with the FM, then there

will be a unidirectional anisotropy that shifts the hysteresis loop

and the displacement can be calculate as

HE = � JE
�0MFM tFM

cos (�) (4.1)

where JE is the interfacial exchange energy per unit area, MF the

saturation of the magnetization of the FM and � is the angle be-

tween the external magnetic �eld and the FC direction. However,

the exchange bias �elds HE predicted by this model are too big if

compared to real measurements [66]. Mauri's model assumes the

formation of a domain wall within the AFM that would decrease

the exchange energy cost associated with reversal of the FM [52].

The important point to underline is that the presence of the do-

main wall reduces the expected bias �eld, making the model pre-

dictions consistent with experiments. The weak point, however,

is that the model does not work in the limit of very thin AFM

so that it is not possible to form a domain wall [66]. Malozemo�

proposed another mechanism for exchange anisotropy postulating

a random nature of exchange interactions at the interface [49,50].

This model considers the e�ect of the interface roughness on a

compensated AFM-FM interface. It turns out to be energetically

favorable to form domains on the AFM interface surface and these

domains lead to a reduction of the HE with a similar form as the

one found by Mauri.
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In recent years, X-ray dichroism spectroscopy and microscopy

measurements have given a key contribution to the real under-

standing of the exchange bias phenomenon, providing intercace-

speci�c magnetic informations. It was con�rmed that, near the

interface, there are uncompensated spins that originate from mag-

netic atoms in the AFM and that not all uncompensated spins

contribute in the same way. Tipically, during the �eld cooling

procedure in an external magnetic �eld, a small fraction of these

uncompensated spins get pinned by the �eld and by the oredered

spins of the FM. If now the external �eld is applied in the op-

poste direction, the magnetic moments of the FM start to rotate.

Since the AFM is exchage coupled to the FM, a torque will be ap-

plied to the AFM spins: the majority of the uncompensated spins

will rotate with the FM, contributing to the coercivity, while the

pinned spins will remain blocked in their direction, creating bias.

This result was demonstrated by Ohldag et al. [62], measuring a

Co(2nm)/Ir20Mn80(50nm) system by XMCD and presenting FM

and AFM hysteresis loops, separatley. Besides the horizontal dis-

placement of the loops, a small vertical shift was also observed, as

shown in Fig. 4.1c. Since pinned spins cannot be rotated away

from their preferred direction by typical external magnetic �elds,

they will give a small vertical o�set to the magnetization curves

measured parallel to their preferetial direction. From the asimme-

try between vertical loop shift and loop height, the ratio between

pinned and rotating uncompensated spins can be determined. As
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Chapter 4. Coupling SMMs to AFM substrates

we will see, the presence of pinned spins is the key also to induce

exchange bias inj hybrid molecule/metal systems.

4.2 TbPc2 on AFM substrates: experimen-

tal results

As described in chapter 3, we deposited the SMM TbPc2 on a

ferromagnetic Ni substrates in order to stabilize the magnetic mo-

ment of the molecule as well as demonstrated how the SMMs cou-

ple to Ni through the superexchange interaction. A step forward

in the control of SMMs would be to demonstrate the coupling be-

tween TbPc2 and an AFM substrate. This �nding would enable in-

dipendent magnetization reversal of molecular layers with respect

to pinning substrate, a �rst step to design a truly molecular spin

valve device. The key phenomenon that would reveal the presence

of the coupling is exchange bias, as tipically observed in FM/AFM

bilayers or in core shell nanoparticles. However, the possibility of

inducing exchange bias between a molecule and an AFM has not

been reported thus far. There are actually distinct reasons that

put molecular exchange bias into question: (i) Exchange bias is

triggered locally by the presence of pinned uncompensated spins

in the AFM [60,62,82]. As the molecules constitute discrete mag-

netic elements, there is no mechanism guaranteeing that the sparse

pinning centers of an AFM may bias a single molecule, unless this

adsorbs on or creates a pinning site. (ii) Biasing is unlikely to
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extend from individual sites to a continuous molecular layer, since

the magnetic moments of molecules adsorbed next to each other

are usually uncoupled [29]. (iii) Thermal uctuations tend to ran-

domize the orientation of the molecular magnetic moment down to

temperatures T � TN , which hinders the alignment of the pinned

spins in the AFM during the �eld cooling (FC) process.

Here we present a series of experiments aimed at establishing

the presence or absence of molecular exchange bias at the interface

between TbPc2 and di�erent types of AFM substrates, namely in-

sulating CoO (paragraph 4.2.1) and metallic Mn thin �lms (para-

graph 4.2.2) deposited on a single crystal Ag(100) surface.

4.2.1 TbPc2 on CoO substrates

We started depositing TbPc2 molecules on CoO, a model type

II insulating AFM, grown epitaxially on Ag(100). This choice

is motivated by the enhanced XMLD contrast, which enable to

determine the orientation of the AFM spins in CoO [91] and also

because oxidized Co �lms exhibit rather large exchange bias and

a large interface energy (�E = 3:5erg=cm2 at 10K) [59].

TbPc2/CoO(10 ML)/Ag sample was grown in-situ, at ID08

beamline of the ESRF by molecular beam epitaxy in ultra-high-

vacuum (UHV), by evaporating Co in a pure oxygen atmosphere

of 10�7 mbar on a clean Ag(100) substrate at room temperature,

as described in Refs. [70, 72]. About 0.5 ML of TbPc2 molecules

were deposited on the CoO substrate, by sublimation of the molec-
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Chapter 4. Coupling SMMs to AFM substrates

ular powder in UHV. The coverage was calibrated using scanning

tunnelling microscopy (Fig. 4.5b).
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a)  CoO(10 ML)/Ag(100)

b)  CoO(3 ML)/Ag(100)

c)  CoO(5 ML)/MnO(45 ML)/Ag(100)

 ψ= 90º
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Figure 4.4: Co L2,3 linearly polarized x-ray absorption spec-

tra of (a) CoO(10 ML)/Ag(100), (b) CoO(3 ML)/Ag(100), and (c)

CoO(5 ML)/MnO(45 ML)/Ag(100) recorded with the electric �eld vec-

tor making an angle  = 20� and 90� with respect to the surface normal.

The x-ray incidence angle is � = 70� in both cases.
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a) b)

Figure 4.5: (a) STM image of 3 ML CoO/Ag(100). Image size: 150 ×
150 nm2. (b) STM image of TbPc2 deposited on 3 ML CoO/Ag(100) at

room temperature. Image size: 30 × 30 nm2. Molecules on terraces and

at steps are indicated by T and S, respectively.

In bulk CoO the spins tend to align close to the (111) direc-

tion [41], while in thin films the compressive strain is expected

to favor in-plane spin alignment in CoO/Ag(100) [21]. Fig. 4.4a

shows that linearly polarized absorption spectra of the CoO (10

ML) agree with those reported in other studies of stoichiomet-

ric CoO films [1, 21]. In order to investigate the influence of the

substrate on the magnetic behaviour of TbPc2/CoO(10 ML)/Ag,

other two samples were prepared: TbPc2/CoO(3 ML)/Ag and

TbPc2/CoO(5 ML)/MnO(45 ML)/Ag. The first presents a thin-

ner CoO layer, with clear terraces of ?? nm (Fig. 4.5a); never-

theless it shows a similar linear spectra (Fig. 4.4b), confirming

an in-plane alignement. The second sample was grown with the
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Chapter 4. Coupling SMMs to AFM substrates

intent of changing the CoO easy axis. According to Csiszar et

al. [21], CoO �lms grown on MnO/Ag(100) experience a large ten-

sile strain, which induces out-of-plane alignment of the Co spins.

The signature of this e�ect is a change of the x-ray linear dichroism

spectrum of Co, as reported in Fig. 4.4c.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Schematics of TbPc2 adsorbed on CoO/Ag(100). (b,c)

XAS and XMCD spectra of TbPc2/CoO(10 ML)/Ag recorded at the

L2,3 Co (b) and M4,5 Tb (c) edges after FC at B = 5 T, � = 0�, and

T = 8 K.

Figure 4.6 shows a schematic of TbPc2 adsorbed on CoO and

the experimental geometry. The sketch also underlines the in-

plane spin allignement, while it is known that TbPc2 molecule

presents an out-plane-plane easy axis, orthogonal to the phtalo-

cyanine planes. This is not the most favorable con�guration to

expect molecule-substrate coupling, although weak coupling was

observed in TbPc2 on in-plane Ni substrates [48].
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Figure 4.7: XMCD intensity of the M5 Tb edge measured at B =

�0:05 T on TbPc2/CoO(10 ML) (top), TbPc2/CoO(3 ML) (middle),

and TbPc2/CoO(5 ML)/MnO(45 ML) (bottom) after FC at B = 5T

and � = 0� (top), � = 45� (middle) and � = 0� (bottom), respectively.

Figures 4.6 (b) and (c) show the circularly polarized XAS and

XMCD of Co and Tb, respectively, for TbPc2/CoO(10 ML)/Ag
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recorded after FC from 300 to 8 K at B = +5 T and � = 0�.

CoO presents a very weak �eld-induced XMCD, as expected for a

compensated AFM surface, whereas the Tb magnetic moment is

fully saturated. In order to verify the presence of exchange bias,

we measured the intensity of the Tb XMCD during a +B ! �B
�eld sweep around B = 0. As shown in Fig. 4.7, spectra recorded

at B = +0:05 and -0.05 T reverse sign and have similar inten-

sity, indicating that the magnetization loops are symmetric with

respect to the origin. This �nding is con�rmed by the measure-

ment of a complete magnetization cycle (Fig. 4.8a), which yields

a reversible and symmetric loop. Such paramagnetic behavior is

consistent with that of TbPc2 molecules deposited on nonmagnetic

substrates, which do not show hysteresis at T = 8 K [51,76].

Element resolved magnetization curves were measured by aver-

aging up to 16 XMCD spectra per point and reporting the XMCD

intensity at the M5 edge of Tb as a function of applied magnetic

�eld. This method is extremely time consuming compared to the

one reported in paragraph 3.2.2, but was nonetheless preferred

over averaging several hysteresis loops recorded at �xed photon

energy because of its accuracy and the possibility to detect train-

ing e�ects. Throughout this work, the XMCD signal is presented

in units of the average XAS intensity, (I+ + I�)=2, which min-

imizes geometry- and �eld-induced e�ects on the electron yield

and makes it proportional to the atomic magnetic moment of the

element under investigation.
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It is worth noting that the Tb loop presents inection points

at B = �0:5 T, which are reminiscent of the plateaus of the "but-

tery" magnetization curves of TbPc2 in molecular crystals [40].

This points are not immediately visible, therefore we applied a nu-

merical derivative to make them clear. Figure 4.9 shows Tb mag-

netization during a +5! �5 T �eld sweep of TbPc2/CoO(10ML)

and his derivative (green line): the inection points are indicated

by arrows and correspond to the local minima of the derivative

signal.

Several reasons may explain the absence of exchange coupling

of TbPc2 on CoO. We discuss the most relevant below: 1) The

TbPc2 magnetic moment uctuates during FC, so that the e�ec-

tive exchange �eld at the SMM/AFM interface averages out as

the temperature drops below TN ; 2) If the easy axes of TbPc2 and

CoO are perpendicular to each other and the magnetic anisotropy

stronger than Tb-Co exchange, the bias �eld has essentially no

e�ect; 3) The Tb-Co exchange interaction is too weak to be ob-

served.

Although we did not measure TN during this experiment, hy-

pothesis 1 can be tested by decreasing the thickness of CoO down

to 3 ML, which is expected to reduce TN to about 20 K due to

�nite-size e�ects [4]. The middle panels of Fig. 6 show the XMCD

spectra of TbPc2/CoO(3 ML)/Ag recorded at B = �0:05 T after

FC at B = +5 T and � = 45�. In this geometry, the out-of-plane

and in-plane directions are probed simultaneously. However, the
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Figure 4.8: (a) Tb magnetization loop measured on

TbPc2/CoO(10ML) after FC at � = 0� and B = 5T, recorded

at � = 0� and T = 8K. (b) Tb magnetization loop measured on

TbPc2/CoO(3ML) after FC at � = 45� and B = 5T, recorded at � = 0�

and T = 8K. Insets: zoom of the low �eld region. Units refer to the

intensity ratio 2*(I+ � I�)/(I+ + I�) measured at the M5 Tb edge.

XMCD is still antisymmetric with respect to B, contrary to what

would be observed for an exchange biased system. The second hy-
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Figure 4.9: Tb magnetization (red line) measured during a +5! �5 T

�eld sweep of TbPc2/CoO(10ML) after FC at � = 0� and B = 5 T,

T = 8 K. The green line represents the derivative of the magnetization

with respect to the applied �eld. Inection points corresponding to local

minima of the derivative signal are indicated by arrows.

pothesis was tested by growing 5 ML of CoO on 45 ML of MnO.

According to Csiszar et al. [21], CoO �lms grown on MnO/Ag(100)

experience a large tensile strain, which induces out-of-plane align-

ment of the Co spins. The signature of this e�ect is a change of

the x-ray linear dichroism spectrum of Co, as reported in Supple-

mentary Fig. 2. Also in this case, however, the XMCD spectra

measured after FC at B = �0:05 T and � = 0� do not present

signi�cant di�erences, apart from their sign (Fig. 6 (d), bottom

panels). We conclude, therefore, that the coupling between TbPc2

and CoO is too weak to produce sizeable bias e�ects, at least
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within the sensitivity of the present study.

4.2.2 TbPc2 on thin Mn layers

Since the exchange coupling between TbPc2 and a FM was pre-

viously found to be larger for pure metal substrates compared to

oxidized surfaces [48], we turned our investigation towards metallic

AFM.

We opted for elemental Mn deposited on Ag(100), since Mn

is expected to have a large magnetic zmoment [11, 69]. Up to 3

ML, the Mn has the tendency to create an MnAg alloy with fcc

structure, as Mn substitutes the Ag positions in the fcc lattice.

Above 3 ML, a pure Mn phase with bct structure grows on top of

the interfacial alloy [70]. The bct Mn deposited on Ag(100) has

the tendency to align out-of-plane [46].

We thus prepared a TbPc2/Mn(3 ML)/Ag sample, following a

similar procedure as described in paragraph 4.2.1. Figure 4.10 (a)

shows STM image of the sample, proving the presence of TbPc2

molecules on top of terraces or close to the steps. The molecules

are adsorbed at on the surface, as reported also in the linear spec-

tra recorded on M4,5 edges of Tb at room temperature. The small

shoulders observed in the M5 peaks suggest that maybe a small

fraction of the molecules do not present an easy axis perpendicular

to the surface [51], but this does not a�ect the interpretetation of

our measurements.

We thus �eld cool the TbPc2/Mn(3 ML)/Ag sample to 8 K
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Figure 4.10: (a) STM image of TbPc2 deposited on 3 ML Mn/Ag(100)

at room temperature. Image size: 50 × 50 nm2. Molecules on terraces

and at steps are indicated by T and S, respectively. (b) Linear spectra

recorded on M4, 5 edges of TbPc2/Mn(3 ML)/Ag(100) sample at room

temperature, probing in-plane and out-of-plane directions.

at B = +5 T and θ = 0◦. Figure 4.11 shows that the field-

induced XMCD measured at the L2,3 Mn edges is extremely small

compared to paramagnetic Mn samples measured in similar condi-

tions [26]. This indicates that the Mn layer is an AFM, although

we cannot distinguish between a layered AFM structure and in-

plane AFM order [69]. By reducing B from +5 to +0.05 T, we

observe a ten fold reduction of the XMCD intensity. Most impor-

tantly, when reversing the field to B = −0.05 T, the sign of the

XMCD remains constant, whereas the XMCD intensity measured

at -5 T is smaller by 14 % with respect to that measured at +5 T

[Fig. 4.11 (b)]. This behavior suggests the presence of uncom-
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Figure 4.11: XAS and XMCD spectra of TbPc2/Mn(3 ML)/Ag

recorded after FC at B = 5 T, � = 0�, and T = 8 K. (a) L2,3 Mn

edges. (b) XMCD intensity at the L3 Mn edge as a function of applied

�eld. (c) M4,5 Tb edges. (d) XMCD intensity at the M5 Tb edge as a

function of applied �eld.

pensated Mn spins, part of which rotate with the �eld and part

pinned parallel to the FC direction. The vertical shift of the Mn

magnetization loop, shown in Fig. 4.12 (a), con�rms this hypoth-

esis. The ratio between loop shift and height indicates that about

7% of the total uncompensated moments are pinned. By assuming
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a magnetic moment of 3.5 �B per Mn atom [45], and correcting

the spin moment obtained using the XMCD sum rule [17] for the

overlap between the L3 and L2 Mn edges [26], we estimate that

the percentage of uncompensated spins (pinned and unpinned) is

about (3� 1)% of the total Mn coverage.

The remaining point is whether the TbPc2 molecules couple

to the pinned Mn spins, leading to exchange bias. Figure 4.11

shows the XAS and XMCD spectra of Tb measured after FC,

which are very similar to those reported for CoO [Fig. 6]. Yet,

we �nd that the Tb XMCD does not reverse going from B =

+0:05 T to �0:05 T and keeps the same sign as Mn [Fig. 4.11]. The

measurement of the Tb magnetization loop provides �nal evidence

of exchange bias in this system. Figure 4.8 reveals that, while

TbPc2 on CoO presents a closed loop, the magnetization of TbPc2

on Mn is hysteretic and exhibits �nite remanence and coercivity

HC = 44�4 mT. Furthermore, the Tb magnetization is negatively

shifted along the �eld axis by an amount HE = �22� 4 mT. The

sign of the shift is consistent with the parallel alignment of the Tb

magnetic moment and pinned Mn spins evidenced in Figure 4.11.

From the skewed shape of the loop and the small rema-

nence value, it is evident that only a small fraction of the TbPc2

molecules is exchange-coupled to the substrate, consistently with

the presence of a small percentage of pinned spins. This is very

di�erent from the case of TbPc2 deposited on Ni, where all the

molecules are coupled to the FM and a squared hysteresis loop
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Figure 4.12: Magnetization loops of Mn (a) and Tb (b) measured on

TbPc2/Mn(3ML)/Ag(100), after FC at � = 0� and B = 5 T, recorded

at � = 0� and T = 8 K. Inset: zoom of the low �eld region. Units refer

to the intensity ratio 2*(I+ � I�)/(I+ + I�) measured at the L3 Mn

edge (a) and M5 Tb edge (b).

with 100% remanence is observed [48]. As XMCD averages over a

macroscopic sample area, it is likely that both HE and HC would

be much larger if measured at the single molecule level. We note
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Figure 4.13: Magnetization loops of Mn (a) and Tb (b) measured on

TbPc2/Mn(3ML)/Ag(100), after FC at � = 90� and B = 5 T, recorded

at � = 70� and T = 8 K. Inset: zoom of the low �eld region. Units refer

to the intensity ratio 2*(I+ � I�)/(I+ + I�) measured at the L3 Mn

edge (a) and M5 Tb edge (b).

also that the blocking temperature of TbPc2 deposited on metal

substrates, measured on the timescale of XMCD experiments, is

about 2 K [51], below the minimum temperature reached in this
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study (8 K). Therefore, the alignment of the pinned spins must

occur in the paramagnetic regime due to the �eld-induced magne-

tization of TbPc2 [15]. Once AFM order has set in, the uncom-

pensated exchange �eld from the substrate inhibits the relaxation

of the Tb magnetic moment, giving rise to hysteresis.

A second TbPc2/Mn/Ag(100) sample was prepared and FC

at � = 90� and B = +5T, to investigate the e�ect of the �eld

cooling direction. Hysteresis loops are reported in Fig. 4.13 (a),

(b). In this case we observed a signi�cant reduction of the vertical

shift of the Mn loop compared to Fig. 4.12: the curve intercepts

the ordinate axis at 0:0012 � 0:0012. The shift of the Tb loop is

also reduced to 0:009� 0:009 T, consistently with the tendency of

the TbPc2 to magnetize out-of-plane. We note also that magnetic

anisotrpopy energy of the Mn thin �lm is expected to be low, so

that it may be possible to induce in-plane pinned spins in this

system.

Probably the small contribution is due to the small out-of-

plane component we had measuring at � = 70�. In any case, we

can state that moleules could easly couple with substrate when the

two easy axis are colliner; when they are orthogonal, the coupling

is weaker or absent.
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4.3 Summary

In summary, we have observed exchange bias in a SMM/AFM sys-

tem. The magnetization of TbPc2 deposited on CoO and Mn thin

�lms, FC to 8 K, present signi�cant di�erences: the �rst is typ-

ical of paramagnetic TbPc2, whereas the second is an hysteretic

loop shifted to negative �eld. The Mn magnetization loop reveals

the presence of both pinned and unpinned spins, with the former

aligned parallel to the FC direction. Thus, molecular scale mag-

nets are able to induce exchange bias when deposited on AFM

�lms. From the shape of the TbPc2 magnetization curve, we infer

that exchange bias occurs at the level of single molecules.
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Chapter 5

MnPc deposited on

several substrates

This chapter presents a series of measurements of the same param-

agnetic metal-organic molecule, the Mn phthalocyanine (MnPc),

deposited on di�erent substrates. The �rst part of the chapter

shows the results on di�erent conditions, like the bulk MnPc in

a powder or evaporated on another layer of molecules (CuPc), or

on clean metallic substrates, while the second part focuses on the

interaction with magnetic layers and it investigates the coupling

between molecule and the surface.
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5.1 MnPc powder

The main reason for studying the MnPc powder sample is to have

a bulk reference to compare the spectra recorded on MnPc thin

�lms (1ML) on metallic substrates. MnPc powder is also interest-

ing because, in the so called �-form, it presents ferromagnetism at

low temperature. �-MnPc consists of a stacking arrangement of

the planar molecules along the monoclinic b axis. Each Mn atom

lies directly above or below the N atoms of the adjacent parallel

MnPc molecules. The distance between Mn and N atoms is 3; 38�A,

which is shorter than that in other �-crystals of MPc's molecules.

The ferromagnetic behaviour is explained qualitatively by the

90� super-exchange interaction between nearest-neighboring Mn

atoms via the N � orbitals of the Pc ring [5, 7, 44,92].

MnPc powder sample was not prepared by using molecular

beam epitaxy. The sample was made outside the chamber, glue-

ing MnPc powder (Sigma Aldrich) with carbon tape to the sample

holder, and afterwards inserted in the chamber. Figure 5.1c shows

the linear spectra recorded at room temperature, along in-plane

and out-of-plane directions. As expected, the two spectra are al-

most perfectly superposed: there is no preferential direction and

the molecules are randomly distributed in all directions.

Figure 5.1a,b reports circular polarized absorption spectra and

the di�erence. The sample was measured after cooling down to

T = 8K, with a magnetic �eld applied of B = 5T. The shape of
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Figure 5.1: XAS (a) and XMCD (b) spectra of the MnPc powder mea-

sured at � = 20�, B = 5T and T = 8K. Linear absorption spectra (c)

recorded at � = 70� and T = 300K. Temperature dependence of the

magnetic moment (d) measured cooling down in �eld the sample. The

magnetic moments are estimated considering the L3 edge area normal-

ized to the one of the average absorption spectra.
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the XMCD spectrum, measured at B = 5T, agrees with the one

reported in reference [44]. In their work, Kataoka et al. observe

a change in the XMCD shape between high �elds (2,4 and 8T)

and low �eld (0; 1T). They explain this change by supposing the

presence of both paramagnetic, due to di�erent crystalline phases

or impurities in the powder, and ferromagnetic, provided by Mn

ionic states, contributions. This interpretation is a little puzzling

for several reasons: �rstly, they claim to use �-MnPc powder,

puri�ed by vacuum sublimation, and they con�rm the purity using

MALDI-TOF-MS method; second, if there are both paramagnetic

and ferromagnetic contributions, both will appear at low �elds as

at high �elds, and the FM one will have to dominate.

We also measured the temperature dependence of the magneti-

zation 5.1d, approximating the magnetic moment with the area of

the L3 edge normalized to the one of the average absorption spec-

trum. The behaviour is qualitatively similar to the one reported

in previous works [5, 7, 44, 92], but we have no sharp transition

at T = 8; 6K [44, 92]. This is probably due to the fact that our

powder is not puri�ed, presenting a blend of crystalline phases.

Considering our measurements, we could not deduce the

ground state, although our spectra look the same as that of the

MnPc powder with S = 3=2 and an 4Eg ground state. Further

measurements and, above all, calculations are needed to verify

this speculation.
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5.2 MnPc on non magnetic substrates:

CuPc/Ag(100) and Ag(100)

After measuring the MnPc powder, which could be considered as

a free molecule neglecting molecule-molecule interactions, we de-

cided to prepare di�erent samples, with the aim of discovering how

MnPc spectra are inuenced by di�erent substrates. The sample

preparation process was the same, as described in paragraph 2.7:

sputter-annealing cycles to clean the Ag(100) single crystal, MBE

of MnPc to form a �1ML thick �lm of molecules on Ag; in the case

of the MnPc/CuPc/Ag(100) we �rst deposited a 1ML of CuPc,

and then we grew on top a second layer (0; 6� 1ML) of MnPc.

Linear spectra are reported in �gure 5.2. The spectra of the

left column referred to Mn edge, while the ones in the right column

to the N K-edge. The �rst information we can infer is that the

MnPc molecules stay at on the surface, as expected for transition

metal phthalocyanine (TMPc) on Ag(100) [56]. The linear spectra

are not normalized, so the intensity of the L and K edges are

proportional to the coverage, as we can notice in �gure 5.2d for

MnPc/CuPc/Ag.

To support our deductions on the linear spectra, we can also

consider the STM and LEED images, recorded during the sample

preparation. The main reason was to check the substrate quality

and to calibrate the molecule deposition. The images are taken

at room temperature and in UHV condition (< 5 � 10�10mbar).
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Figure 5.3: STM images recorded on clean Ag(100) (a), on

MnPc/Ag(100) (b), on CuPc/Ag(100) (c) and on MnPc/CuPc/Ag(100).

The scale is reported in the figure. Figures c and d show also a zoom of

the image.
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Figure 5.4: LEED images recorded on Ag(100) (a), on MnPc/Ag(100)

(b), on CuPc/Ag(100) (c), on Ni/Ag(100) (d), on NiO/Ag(100) (e) and

on MnPc/NiO/Ag(100) (f). The measurement energy is reported below

each image.
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Figure 5.3a shows the clean Ag(100) surface with clear terraces,

while �gure 5.3b presents the same surface after the deposition of

MnPc: the molecules adsorb planar to the Ag(100) surface and

self-assable in an ordered structure, in agreement with the linear

spectra. In �gure 5.4 we also report the low electron energy di�rac-

tion (LEED) images: the one for the Ag(100) surface present very

few de�ned and bright spots, sign of the ordered Ag single crystal,

while the LEED for the MnPc layer shows many more spots a little

faded, that represent the ordered molecules on the surface. The

same happened with CuPc on Ag(100): in the STM image (�gure

5.3c) the CuPc molecules form an ordered layer and in the LEED

image (�gure 5.4c) we observe a more de�ned spots compared to

the MnPc/Ag sample, but with a comparable pattern. Some prob-

lems arise when we put MnPc on top of the CuPc layer, because at

this temperature the molecules move and interact with to bottom

ones, giving a messed image (�gure 5.3d) as a result. Nevertheless

one can still recognize some pattern (see the zoom) and molecules

on top.

For each sample we also recorded absorption spectra with cir-

cular polarized light (�gure 5.5), at � = 0� and � = 70�, after cool-

ing down the sample to T = 8K with an applied �eld of B = 5T.

XAS spectra of TMPcs on Ag are a�ected by a huge background,

as also observed for TbPc2 [48], and this can a�ect the estimation

of the orbital and spin magnetic moments, since it is not possible

to calculate the area of the average absorption spectrum. All the
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Figure 5.5: XAS and XMCD spectra of the MnPc/Ag (a and b) and

MnPc/CuPc/Ag (c and d) samples, recorded at the Mn (left column)

and N (right column) edges, with T = 8K and B = 5T.
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spectra presented in �gure 5.5 are normalized to the area of the L3

edge of the average spectrum, calculated after subtracting a line

around the edge in order to roughly eliminate the background. We

chose this normalization instead of using the peak height because

of the shape of the L3 edge with multiple features and not a single

peak. Figures 5.5a,b show XAS and XMCD spectra measured at

the L3,2 edges of Mn for MnPc/Ag(100). The XMCD spectrum

at � = 0� presents a peculiar shape, with the L3 edge splitted into

three distinguished peaks. The peaks blend together forming a

single one with shoulders at � = 70�. The XMCD spectra are mul-

tiplied by a factor 10 in order to be visible. Things change slightly

if we insert a monolayer of CuPc molecules between MnPc and the

Ag(100) substrate (�gure 5.5c,d). The shape of the XMCD still

shows three peaks, but the �rst and third ones are smaller. This

change in the spectra is a mark of the weakening of the interac-

tion with the substrate: since MnPc sit on top of a layer of CuPc

molecules, we could thick as they are almost free molecules. In

order quantify the strength and the type of interaction with the

substrate and neighbour molecules and to explain the shape of the

XMCD spectra, we need the support of theoretical calculations.

5.3 MnPc on magnetic substrates

Me-Pc are paramagnetic molecules. One possible way to control

the magnetic moment of the 3d metal center is to evaporate these
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molecules on magnetic substrates. By exploiting XMCD element

selectivity, Sheybal et al. showed for the �rst time that a man-

ganese(III)tetraphenylporphyrin chloride (MnTPPCl) monolayer,

when deposited on ferromagnetic Co substrate, presents a clear fer-

romagnetic exchange coupling [68]. After this work, other groups

attempted to explore the nature of the exchange coupling, showing

that the mechanism is an indirect superexchange mediate through

N atoms [90]; moreover, they tried to tune and control the coupling

by depositing, for example, an oxygen interlayer that modi�es the

coupling from ferromagnetic to an antiferromagnetic one [8,20] or

through a chemical switch of the coupling [88].

The coupling between paramagnetic MnPc molecules and a

ferromagnetic Ni substrate is, then, easily predictable (paragraph

5.3.1), although it has no concrete application to real devices. In-

deed, since all the molecules are coupled mimicking the substrate

magnetization direction, it is not possible to control the magnetic

moment of a single MnPc with respect to the other ones. As pre-

viously reported in chapter 4, it would be much more challenging

to demonstrate the coupling of MnPc molecules with an antifer-

romagnetic substrate, measuring the presence of exchange bias in

the sample. This is not an easy task to proof, as argued in para-

graph 4.2; moreover, it should be noted that in this paragraph we

are considering paramagnetic molecules instead of SMMs. On the

other hand, it is also true that exchange bias was also recorded in

ferromagnet in the paramagnetic state with TC < TN [15].
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Figure 5.6: STM images recorded on Ni/Ag(100) (a), on

MnPc/Ni/Ag(100) (b), on NiO/Ag(100) (c), on MnPc/NiO/Ag(100),

on CoO/Ag(100) (e) and MnPc/CoO/Ag(100) (f). The scale is reported

in the figure. Figure d shows a zoom of the image.
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5.3.1 MnPc on ferromagnetic Ni film

MnPc molecules were evaporated on a Ni �lm, with a thickness

between 10 and 20ML, grown on Ag(100) single crystal; these

formed an almost complete ML. The STM images (�gure 5.6a,b)

show that Ni forms islands in the range of 10nm, large enough to

put some molecules on top. The image taken after the evaporation

of MnPc it is more di�cult to describe, given that the molecules

are moving as for MnPc/CuPc/Ag. The LEED image is taken

at high energy, so what we see in �gure 5.4 comes from the Ni

substrate.

The molecules are not ordered on the surface but, at least, we

can be sure of their presence. The linear spectra (not shown), with

electric �eld probing in-plane and out-of-plane direction, prove

that MnPc molecules also adsorb at on Ni surface.

Ni �lm on Ag(100) is a ferromagnet with an in-plane easy

axis, as one can see from the remanent spectra in �gure 5.7a,b

and also from the shape of the Ni hysteresis loops, recorded with

normal and grazing incidence (Fig. 5.7e,f). This �gure also reports

absorption spectra recorded on L3; 2 Mn edges at B = 5T and

B = 1; 1T for � = 0� and � = 70�, respectively. The XMCD

spectrum at normal incidence presents the typical three peaks, as

observed in paragraph 5.2, while in grazing incidence the peaks

blend together. The XMCD spectra represented by solid lines

were measured in remanence, after applying a B = 5T magnetic
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Figure 5.7: XAS, XMCD and hysteresis loops of the MnPc/Ni/Ag(100)

sample, recorded on Ni and Mn L3 edges at � = 0� (left column) and

� = 70� (right column) at T = 8K. Ni spectra are measured in rema-

nence after application of B = 5T (a and b). Mn spectra, on the other

end, are recorded at the saturation �eld, and we also add the XMCD

spectra (solid line) in remanence (c and d). Magnetization curves were

normalized to the saturation value to allow to compare the shape of Mn

and Ni loops (e and f). All the XAS and XMCD spectra were normalized

to the absorption average peak height.
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�eld. The fact that the paramagnetic MnPc shows a clear XMCD

peak in remanent �eld (Fig. 5.7d) is a proof that the molecule has

a magnetic moment.

In �gure 5.7e,f the loops recorded on Ni and Mn L3 edge are

reported. They were both normalized to the saturation value, al-

lowing us to compare their shapes. Despite the noise of the Mn

measurements, the hystereses almost perfectly overlapped, giving

the same value of the coercivity at � = 70�. Hysteresis loops

clearly demonstrate that MnPc is magnetized and that its mag-

netization mimics the one of the Ni substrate, since molecule and

substrate are coupled. This behaviour is not new and it is pre-

dictable, since similar measurements were done on similar sys-

tems [8, 20,48,68,90].

5.3.2 MnPc on antiferromagnetic oxide layers

This paragraph focuses the attention on proving the presence of ex-

change bias between paramagnetic MnPc molecules and AFM ox-

ide layers. We studied two di�erent samples, MnPc/NiO/Ag(100)

and MnPc/CoO/Ag(100). Both were prepared in the same cham-

ber, characterized by STM and LEED to check the oxide growth

and the presence of molecules on the surface, and after that trans-

fered in the XAS end station under UHV condition (see paragraph

2.7). NiO and CoO are supposed to be type II insulating antiferro-

magnets, but we need to be sure about their magnetic properties.

XMCD is not the good technique to characterize these �lms, since
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it is sensitive to the expectation value of the local magnetic mo-

ment hMi that vanishes for antiferromagnets. XNLD and XMLD

on the other hand are proportional to the
〈
M2
〉

and for this reason

we could observe a linear dichroic signal.

MnPc/NiO/Ag(100)

The �rst sample we take into account is the MnPc/NiO/Ag(100).

The oxide layer has a thickness of 4ML, while there is only 1ML

of molecules deposited. Figure 5.6c reports the STM image of the

clean NiO layer and we notice that is similar to the images taken

in our laboratory before the beamtime: the NiO presetns squared

islands of di�erent dimensions, some of 15-20nm other smaller.

The LEED image (�gure 5.4) with very well de�ned spots con�rms

that there is a quite ordered structure. After the evaporation

of MnPc the LEED pattern change: the brighter spots of NiO

structure become feeble, and some blended light appear in the

center. There are no de�ned spots, as in the case of MnPc/Ag or

CuPc/Ag, because there are no ordered structure in the molecules,

since there are a lot of islads, all orented in di�erent ways. The

STM image (�gure 5.6d) con�rms this observation, and also shows

that there is a formation of a second layer of MnPc (see the zoom)

in some part of the sample. We have to take into account this

fact when we will comment on XAS and XMCD spectra: some

of the MnPc will act as almost free molecules, like in the case of

MnPc/CuPc/Ag sample.
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Figure 5.8: Angle and temperature dependence of the NiO substrate

in the sample MnPc/NiO/Ag(100). (a) Linear spectra at normal and

grazing incidence measured at the L3,2 Ni edges at T = 300K. The inset

shows the angle dependence of the L2 edge second feature when the �rst

feature is normalized to 1. (b) Temperature dependence of the second

peak of the L2 edge, when the spectra are normalized to the �rst peak

height. (c) L2 peaks ratio trend with respect to the temperature.
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To characterize the NiO substrate we repeated the same mea-

surements done before in references [2,3,91]. Figure 5.8 reports the

L2 edge angle and temperature dependence: the e�ects are quite

small but well reproducible. Fig. 5.8a shows the linear horizontal

spectra at normal and grazing incidence, recorded at room tem-

perature. The inset on the top reports a zoom on the L2 edge with

the angle dependence, after normalizing the �rst feature to 1. Fig.

5.8b presents the temperature dependence of the L2 edge, with a

zoom on the second peak in the inset. The L2 ratio between the

two peaks, plotted with respect to the temperature, is reported in

�g. 5.8c, showing a similar behaviour compared to previous mea-

surements. Despite these similarities, we have to take into account

few details. Since we did not heat our sample above the room tem-

perature, we do not know the N�eel temperature of the sample and

we cannot be sure to have a completely aligned antiferromagnet

when we cool down in �eld. For bulk NiO, TN � 520K, but it

is true that the latter drastically decreases by making the oxide

thinner: for 5ML, it was reported that TN � 290K [2]. Another

reference [3] reports a TN = 390K for 3ML of NiO. This implies

that our sample is just at TN or very close when we are at room

temperature, but we have no proof of that. We can only sup-

pose that our sample is antiferromagnetic, since the behaviour of

the L2 ratio vs temperature is similar, but the AFM domains are

probably not completely aligned.

Aware of this, we continued the study of the sample measur-
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Chapter 5. MnPc deposited on several substrates

ing circularly polarized spectra. The idea has been to search for

exchange bias to prove the coupling of the MnPc molecule with

the antiferromagnetic oxides, although TbPc2 does not show any

shift in the hysteresis loop (paragraph 4.2.1). This is a rather dif-

ferent system compared to TbPc2 deposited on an oxide surface.

First, we are considering now a paramagnetic molecule instead

of a SMM, though it shows magnetic behaviour only at very low

temperature. Second, the distance between Mn atom and the ox-

ide surface could reasonably estimated to be approximately in the

range 2; 5 � 3; 5�A [22, 56], less then the distance of Tb atom to

the surface, since TbPc2 has an apparent height of 3�Aand the rare

earth sit in the middle [87]; moreover, it is important to take into

account that for TbPc2 and the surface there is the phtalocyanine

that act as a spacer. The values reported refer to calculations that

consider metallic surfaces, so that our systems could be slightly

di�erent. To our current knowledge, there is no written evidence

of attempts to estimate the distance between molecules and ox-

ide surfaces. Third, MnPc has no strong anisotropy as found in

TbPc2, so it has the chance to couple also with substrates with

in-plane magnetic moments direction.

Figure 5.9 presents the XAS and XMCD spectra for this sam-

ple, recorded at the higher �eld available (B = �5T), for both

normal and grazing incidence, after �eld cooling with the positive

maximum �eld applied at � = 70�. The spectra are normalized

to the value of the XAS average area of the L3 peak, estimated
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Figure 5.9: XAS ans XMCD spectra of the MnPc/NiO/Ag sample

recorded at the L3,2 Mn edges for � = 0� (a and b) and � = 70� (c and

d), at B = +5T (a and c) and B = �5T (b and d). XMCD spectra were

multiply by a factor 10 to be more visible.
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Chapter 5. MnPc deposited on several substrates

after subtracting a line around the edge. In the �gure, the XMCD

is multiplied by a factor 10 in order to better visualize the shape

and the peak height. The XMCD spectra at grazing incidence

present an imbalance in the L3 peak height, suggesting a possible

exchange bias. However, the quality of measurements should also

be taken into account. First of all, the two spectra at B = �5T

(Fig. 5.9c,d) present two di�erent shapes, while we expected the

same shape, but with opposite sign. Focusing then on the single

spectrum, it is clear that in both cases the quality of the spectrum

is low, with unusual bumps. The XAS spectra for the two polar-

izations were obtained averaging few scans, probably with some

artifacts. On the contrary, the spectra at normal incidence do not

show an unusual shape, presenting a specular shape at the two

opposite �led. The peak height is almost the same for the two

�elds. Since no hysteresis loops were recorded on this sample, it

is not possible to comment about the presence or absence of ex-

change bias. Further investigation is needed in order to deduce

some conclusions about exchange bias.

MnPc/CoO/Ag(100)

This sample was prepared through the same process described

more in details in paragraph 4.2.1: 10ML of CoO were grown

epitaxially on a sputtered annealed Ag(100) surface and 0; 8ML

of MnPc molecules were evaporated on top. STM were used to

check the quality of the sample and the presence of molecules on
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Figure 5.10: Linear in-plane and out-of-plane spectra on Co edges

recorded at � = 70�, B = 0T and T = 8K.

top of the CoO. Figure 5.6e shows a nice structure with ordered

islands of the same round shape and size, while �gure 5.6f is less

clear. As before, the molecules are moving on the surface and it

is di�cult to see them; also in this case there are some molecules

on top of the other ones, but there is no evidence that they are

forming cluster structures like in the MnPc/NiO/Ag sample.

In order to prove the AFM character of the oxide, we recorded

linear polarized X-ray spectra at the Co edge, shown in �gure 5.10.

If we compare this linear spectra with �gure 4.4 and other pub-

lished works [1,21], we notice that there are almost no di�erences,

giving the proof that the CoO is antiferromagnetic.

Since CoO grown on Ag(100) with magnetic moments along
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Figure 5.11: XAS and XMCD spectra of MnPc/CoO/Ag(100) recorded

on Mn edges at � = 0�, B = �5 (a and b, respectively) and T = 8K.

Hysteresis loop recorded at the same angle and temperature (c).)

in-plane direction, the sample was �eld cooled to 8K at � = 90�

and B = 5T.

Measurements performed at � = 0� are reported in �gure 5.11.

The XAS and XMCD spectra are normalized to the L3 peak are of

the XAS average spectrum, while the hysteresis point correspond

to the height of the central peak of the L3 edge divided by the
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XAS average correspondent value. Figure 5.11a,b shows spectra

recorded at B = �5T. The shape is well reproducible and the

two XMCD are specular to the abscissa. No sign of imbalance are

detected. This is con�rmed by the hysteresis loop in �gure 5.11c,

which is symmetrical to the origin without any trace of exchange

bias.

Measuring along the �eld cool direction, we notice that the

L3 peak height of the XMCD spectra recorded at B = +5T and

B = �5T does not show di�erences at the two opposite �elds (Fig.

5.12a,c). This would suggest the absence of a shift in the hystere-

sis loop and, hence, the absence of a coupling between the oxide

surface and the MnPc molecule, as for NiO. Surprisingly, the loop

reported in �gure 5.12e presents an imbalance, which denies the

information of the spectra. It is worth noting that the hystereses

shown in this chapter are measured in the same way described in

paragraph 3.2.2. The value of the L3 peak height, divided by the

pre-edge value during a forward and backward sweep of the mag-

netic �eld, was thus measured. Recording two hysteresis loop for

right and left circular polarized light and subtracting them, we ob-

tained a loop that is approximately proportional to the magnetic

moment. This is a faster method compared to the one reported in

paragraph 4.2.1, but it sometimes lacks accuracy, especially if the

measurements present some problems, like small drifts in energy

during time.

To shade light on the interpretation of our spectra and loop,
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Figure 5.12: XAS and XMCD spectra of MnPc/CoO/Ag(100) recorded

on Mn edges at � = �70� (a,c and b,d, respectively), B = �5 (a,b and

c,d, respectively) and T = 8K. Hysteresis loop recorded at the same

temperature at � = �70� to check if the shift is real or an artifact (e,f).
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we decided to perform the same measurements, but at the angle

of � = �70�: what we expected, in the case of exchange bias,

was that the direction of the shift would change [62]. Figure 5.12f

shows a magnetization curve with a positive shift as for � = 70�

loop. Also, the spectra (Fig. 5.12b,d) at B = �5T did not ex-

hibit any huge imbalance. Thus, we could safely conclude that

no exchange bias was detected on MnPc/CoO/Ag(100) sample, as

for NiO substrate, and the detected shift in the loops were just

artifacts.

5.4 Shape comparison and estimation of

magnetic moment

Considering only XAS and XMCD spectra of MnPc deposited on

several di�erent substrates it is not enough to reach a deep insight

of the interaction between molecule and substrate. Further mea-

surements and theoretical modeling of the system are mandatory

for a complete understanding. Despite this preliminary remarks,

we believe we can extract some useful observations from our �rst

raw analysis.

First of all, it is interesting to start comparing the shapes of

the XMCD spectra recorded. Figures 5.13 and 5.14 report the

XMCD spectra for all the sample presented in paragraph ?? and

5.3, measured at � = 0� and � = 70� respectively, with B = 5T

and T = 8K. We also add the powder sample in both �gures
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Figure 5.13: XMCD spectra recorded on Mn edges for all the MnPc

samples, measured at � = 0�, B = �5 and T = 8K. The spectra are

normalized to the height of the taller peak of the L3 edge, so that it is

easier to compare the shape.
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although it was measured only at � = 20�, thought the spec-

tum does not change with the angle. Focusing on �gure 5.13,

one could clearly distinguish three groups considering the shape:

MnPc on Ag(100) and on Ni/Ag(100), with a three peaks L3 edge

with almost the same height; MnPc on CuPc/Ag(100), with the

�rst and the third peak of half height with respect to the sec-

ond one; MnPc on NiO/Ag(100) and CoO/Ag(100), with the side

peaks much smaller. Transition metal phthalocyanines (TMPc)

deposited on Ag(100) hybridize with the substrate. In the case of

FePc and CoPc, the molecular orbital (MO) a1g, that has a domi-

nant dz2 character, strongly hybridizes with the Ag-spz states; for

NiPc and CuPc, since the a1g orbital is occupied, the hybridiza-

tion is much smaller. In this system charge transfer occurs from

the substrate to the molecules: in the case of FePc and CoPc it

induces a charge reorganization, while it adds an electron to the

ligand � orbitals in NiPc and CuPc [56]. In the case of MnPc we

can safely assume that the molecule behave similarly to FePc and

CoPc, hybridizing strongly with the Ag(100) and receiving an ex-

tra charge from the substrate. Since the spectrum shape is equal to

that of MnPc/Ag(100), MnPc/Ni/Ag(100) should have the same

electronic con�guration, so we assume that MnPc strongly hy-

bridize also on Ni and there is charge transfer from substrate to the

molecule. The second group of spectra represents the free MnPc

molecules: when there is a CuPc layer between Ag(100) surface

and MnPc layer, we can presume that MnPc does not interact
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with Ag and there is no charge transfer. MnPc powder spectrum

can be added to this group, although the shape seems to be dif-

ferent; this is the e�ect of a distribution of the molecules along all

the directions. Summing the spectra of the MnPc/CuPc/Ag(100)

at � = 0� and � = 70�, we almost reproduce the same feature

of the powder spectrum (�gure not shown). When MnPc is de-

posited on oxide thin �lms, like NiO and CoO, we observe that the

trend of the XMCD spectra is followed, with a further decreasing

of the side peaks height. We can then think that, in the case, the

MnPc is oxidized and probably the charge transfer take place from

the molecule to the substrate. The same happens in �gure 5.14,

although the almost decoupled group and the oxide one are less

distinguishable.

It is now interesting to see how the magnetic moment of the

MnPc molecule change with the di�erent substrates. As seen be-

fore (paragraph 5.2), it is di�cult to apply the sum rules due to the

huge background. To overcome this hindrance we try to give an

estimation of the amount of XMCD. In general, people use to nor-

malize the XMCD L3 peak height to the correspondent peak of the

XAS average (or sum) spectrum. In this case, given the particular

L3 lineshape with three distict peaks, we opted for the ratio be-

tween the XMCD L3 edge area normalized to the XAS average L3

area. Figure 5.15 reports the values of the XMCDarea=XASarea

as a function of the substrate, both for � = 0� and � = 70�, B = 5T

and T = 8K. MnPc molecule is paramagnetic, but in the �-form
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ples, measured at � = 70�, B = �5 and T = 8K.
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it was found that there is a transition and the molecules become

FM below 8; 6K [7,44]. The �rst two points in the plot correspond

to the cases closest to the free molecule, so we expect a perfectly

paramagnetic behaviour and similar values of the magnetic mo-

ment with a magnetic �eld of B = 5T. The estimated magnetic

moment is one order of magnitude bigger for MnPc monolayer on

top of CuPc. The only plausible explanation is that the MnPc

powder is AFM at low temperature, probably due to the presence

of mixed �-form crystals oriented in opposite directions. The next

two points in the plot belong to MnPc on Ag(100) and MnPc on

Ni/Ag(100), which share the same L3 lineshape. Also in this case

there is a huge di�erence between the magnetic moments and, un-

expectedly, MnPc on Ni presents the smaller moment. This is

strange, since in paragraph 5.3.1, it was observed that MnPc is

ferromagnetically coupled to the substrate, presenting the same

hysteresis loops as Ni. Also, we �nd no di�erences between the

moment at � = 0� and � = 70�. This is not easy to explain, since

we have no other data neither calculations, but we can at least for-

mulate some plausible speculations. The �rst thing we can think

is that the total spin ground state is di�erent in the two cases. Mn

ion in the MnPc molecule has a D4h symmetry and has a S = 3=2

ground state spin. Despite what was observed for FePc and CoPc,

it could well be that, when deposited on a Ag(100) surface, the

possible charge transfer is directed towards the ligand � orbitals

instead to the transition metal. This is because MnPc, compared
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to the other two phthalocyanine, is in a more stable con�guration,

having the d orbitals half �lled. If the ligand spin is parallel to

the TM spin we will have a total spin S = 2 � � or, while in the

opposite case, S = 1 + �, where 0 � � � 1 and 1=2� � represents

the fraction of charge transfer. The same consideration could also

be done with the Ni substrate. If the spin on the ligand and the

spin on the TM are parallel for Ag substrate, and antiparallel in

the case of Ni, then we will �nd a bigger moment in one case with

respect to the other one. One would expect a parallel allignement

for MnPc on Ni, since the molecule is coupled ferromagnetically

to the substrate, but this is not in contrast: the total spin can

be aligned with the Ni magnetization, but decreased by the one

sitting on the ligand. A second possible explication could be the

presence of a Kondo e�ect in the MnPc/Ni/Ag(100) sample that

partially screens the Mn magnetic moment: this is a quite daring

hypothesis because normally the Kondo e�ect does not show up

in ferromagnetic material, although in some particular geometries

it was observed [16]. The last two points in �gure 5.15 are the

magnetic moments of the oxides sample. In this case the moments

are very low, compared to the one of the Ni sample, and have a

similar behaviour. Earlier on we safetly assumed that MnPc on

these substrates is subject to an oxidation process that probably

lead to a reduction of the total spin. We think than what we ob-

serve in �gure 5.15 for the oxides substrates is in agreement with

our hypotheses.
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5.5 Summary

In this chapter we presented a systematic study of the same metal-

organic molecule deposited in many di�erent substrates. This

study is still in its �rst stage and needs the support of further

measurements and calculations. What we observed is that MnPc

electronic structure is highly a�ected by the substrate and that

the main mechanism that induce changes is likely charge transfer.

In the case of magnetic substrates, we observed that MnPc fer-

romagnetically couples to a ferromagnetic Ni substrate, with Mn

and Ni hysteresis loops perfectly overlapped. On AFM substrates,

as NiO and CoO, no evidence of exchange bias was reported, al-

though in one case we did not measure the hysteresis loop because

we were unsure about the substrate and in the other one our mea-

surements were a�ected by an artifact. This does not mean that

MnPc could not couple to an AFM substrate. Finally, we tried

to give an estimated value of the magnetic moment to each sam-

ple, �nding big values for MnPc/CuPc/Ag and MnPc/Ag. This

is unexpected because samples that show an almost equal XMCD

spectrum, and, thus, electronic con�guration, seem to have a very

di�erent magnetic moment. We tried to qualitatively give plausi-

ble explanations, but no conclusions can be drawn.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

This dissertation reports a series of experiments aimed to

charectering and understanding the magnetic interaction between

metal-organic molecules and magnetic substrates. We focus on

two di�erent molecules, the SMM bis-phthalocyaninato terbium

(TbPc2) and manganese phthalocyanine (MnPc). We prove that

the magnetic moment of the TbPc2 deposited on Ni is coupled

antiparallel to that of the Ni substrate. The coupling depends

on the relative direction of the easy axis of the molecule, which

is out-of-plane, and the substrate. When the two easy axes are

parallel, the magnetic moment of the TbPc2 is stabilized by the

interaction of the substrate and we observe a squared hysteresis

loop with saturated magnetic remanence at zero applied �eld. De-

pending on the strength of the applied magnetic �eld, it is possible

to increase the Zeeman interaction to compensate and eventually
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overcome the exchange interaction, forcing the magnetic moments

of Tb to align parallel to Ni. By oxidizing or reducing the mag-

netic surface, on the other hand, we showed that the strength of

the exchange coupling can be signi�cantly reduced or increased,

respectively. The coupling also enhances the thermal stability of

the TbPc2 magnetic moment and we observe a �nite remanent

magnetization up to 100K, two orders of magnitude higher with

respect to that of isolated TbPc2. Moreover, if the TbPc2 easy axis

is orthogonal to that of the Ni layer, we note a frustration e�ect,

since the molecule magnetization cannot align with the substrate,

and the hysteresis loop shows zero remanence at zero applied �eld.

The mechanism driving the coupling has to be clari�ed, but, con-

sidering our measurements, we suggest that a superexchange in-

teraction between Tb and Ni mediated by the bottom Pc ligand

is responsible of the reported e�ects.

Chapter 3 presents a series of experiments aimed at demon-

strating the presence or absence of exchange bias between TbPc2

and AFM substrates. No sign of exchange bias is observed for

TbPc2 on CoO �lms, showing a paramagnetic hysteresis loop sym-

metric with respect to the origin. We also tried to decrease the

N�eel temperature of the AFM layer, growing a 3ML thin substrate,

and change the orientation of the Co easy axis, growing CoO on

top of MnO, but none of these attempts changed the result. We

then conclude that the exchange coupling for this system is absent

or too weak to be measured. On the other hand, we found that
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TbPc2 couples to AFM Mn substrates. Hysteresis loops measured

at the Tb edge are shifted towards negative �elds, though the ef-

fect is small, and present an hysteretic shape, proving the presence

of exchange bias. Magnetization curves recorded on the Mn edge

show a vertical shift due to uncopensated pinned spins. From the

shift we exstimate that only a 7% of the uncompensated spins are

pinned. Mn and Tb loops are consistent: only molecules coupled

to pinned spins contribute to the exchange bias, while the rest do

not.

The last chapter presents a systematic study of XAS and

XMCD spectra of MnPc at the interface with both magnetic and

non magnetic substrates. By performing a comparative analysis

of the XMCD shape, we �nd a trend going from metallic to oxide

substrates, which demonstrates how MnPc electronic structure is

a�ected by the surface layer. We assume that the main mech-

anism that induce changes is likely charge transfer. The mag-

netic moment of each sample is also estimated, when the higher

magnetic �eld is applied. Surprisingly, samples with the same

XMCD shape and, thus, electronic con�guration, like MnPc/Ag

and MnPc/Ni/Ag, show a di�erence of one order of magnitude.

Concerning the interaction with magnetic substrates, MnPc is FM

coupled to the Ni layer and its magnetic moment completely mim-

ics the Ni magnetization, as also observed for similar paramagnetic

molecules. As for TbPc2, no signs of exchange bias appear when

MnPc in evaporated on oxide AFM surface.
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From these results we conclude that TbPc2 are very promising

SMMs for building metal/organic hybrid layers. The fact that this

molecule behaves as a coupled but independent magnetic unit, the

enhanced termal stability and the possibility to tune its coupling

to a metallic substrate make SMM-FM systems very interesting

for applications in hybrid devices. Furthermore, the demonstra-

tion of the coupling between single molecules and single pinned

spins opens to the possibility of exploiting this interaction to build

spin valve devices and spin �lters, where the molecular magnetic

moment is simultaneously stabilized and biased by unidirectional

exchange coupling.

This work represents a starting point because a lot of things

need to be done and, above all, understood. Studies of SMMs

coupled to magnetic surfaces are at the �rst stage, especially the

coupling SMM-AFM, since what we present here, at our present

knowledge, is the �rst observation of exchange bias in such a sys-

tem. Future experiments may address to deeply understand the

coupling mechanisms between molecules and magnetic substrates.

Even in the case of much more studied molecules, such as the

Me-Pc, it is di�cult to draw conclusions without the support of

further measurements and calculations. Once this step is com-

pleted, e�orts have to focus on experimenting other types of SMMs

on di�erent FM and AFM surfaces, in order to check if also other

molecules behave in a similar way and also to improve the observed

properties, such as the magnetic moment control and stability.
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